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SUMMARY: Macrogases are defined as two-component, large-scale celestial objects
where the subsystems interact only via gravitation. The macrogas equation of state is for-
mulated and compared to the van der Waals (VDW) equation of state for ordinary gases.
By analogy, it is assumed that real macroisothermal curves in macrogases occur as real
isothermal curves in ordinary gases, where a phase transition (vapour-liquid observed in
ordinary gases and gas-stars assumed in macrogases) takes place along a horizontal line in

the macrovolume-macropressure (O /XV /Xp) plane. The intersections between real and the-
oretical (deduced from the equation of state) macroisothermal curves, make two regions
of equal surface as for ordinary gases obeying the VDW equation of state. A numeri-
cal algorithm is developed for determining the following points of a selected theoretical

macroisothermal curve on the (O /XV /Xp) plane: the three intersections with the related
real macroisothermal curve, and the two extremum points (one maximum and one mini-
mum). Different kinds of macrogases are studied in detail: UU, where U density profiles
are flat, to be conceived as a simple guidance case; HH, where H density profiles obey the
Hernquist (1990) law, which satisfactorily fits the observed spheroidal components of galax-
ies; HN/NH, where N density profiles obey the Navarro-Frenk-White (1995, 1996, 1997)
law, which satisfactorily fits the simulated nonbaryonic dark matter haloes. A different

trend is shown by theoretical macroisothermal curves on the (O /XV /Xp) plane, according to
whether density profiles are sufficiently mild (UU) or sufficiently steep (HH, HN/NH). In
the former alternative, no critical macroisothermal curve exists, below or above which the
trend is monotonous. In the latter alternative, a critical macroisothermal curve exists, as
shown by VDW gases, where the critical point may be defined as the horizontal inflexion

point. In any case, by analogy with VDW gases, the first quadrant of the (O /XV /Xp) plane
may be divided into three parts: (i) The G region, where only gas exists; (ii) The S region,
where only stars exist; (iii) The GS region, where both gas and stars, exist. With regard to

HH and HN/NH macrogases, an application is made to a subsample (N = 16) of elliptical

galaxies extracted from larger samples (N = 25, N = 48) of early type galaxies investi-
gated within the SAURON project (Cappellari et al. 2006, 2007). Under the simplifying
assumption of universal mass ratio of the two subsystems, m, different models character-
ized by different scaled truncation radii, i.e. concentrations, Ξi, Ξj , are considered and

the related position of sample objects on the (O /XV /Xp) plane is determined. Macrogases
fitting to elliptical galaxies are expected to lie within the S region or slightly outside the
boundary between the S and the GS region at most. Accordingly, models where sample
objects lie outside the S region and far from its boundary, or cannot be positioned on the

(O /XV /Xp) plane, are rejected. For each macrogas, twenty models are considered for dif-

ferent values of (Ξi, Ξj , m), namely Ξi, Ξj = 5, 10, 20, +∞ (Ξi, Ξj , both either finite or

infinite), and m = 10, 20. Acceptable models are (10, 10, 20), (10, 20, 20), (20, 10, 20),
(20, 20, 20), for HH macrogases, and (10, 5, 10), (10, 10, 20), (20, 10, 20), for HN/NH
macrogases. Tipically, fast rotators are found to lie within the S region, while slow rotators
are close (from both sides) to the boundary between the S and the GS region. The net
effect of the uncertainty affecting observed quantities, on the position of sample objects

on the (O /XV /Xp) plane, is also investigated. Finally, a principle of corresponding states is
formulated for macrogases with assigned density profiles and scaled truncation radii.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Tidal interactions between neighbouring ob-
jects span across the whole admissible range of
lenghts in nature: from, say, atoms to cluster of
galaxies i.e. from micro to macrocosmos. The role of
tidal interactions is of basic importance in driving a
wide variety of physical phenomena. In dealing with
microscosmos, tidal forces between molecules are re-
sponsible for the occurrence of the liquid and solid
phase, and the presence of a triple point where the
gas, liquid, and solid phase coexist, for an assigned
homogeneous substance (e.g. Landau and Lifchitz
1967, Chaps. VII-VIII, hereafter quoted as LL67). In
dealing with ordinary cosmos, the tidal action of a
white dwarf star on a sufficiently close (filling the
whole volume enclosed by the Roche equipotential
surface) red giant companion, makes mass transfer
into the white dwarf until a critical mass is attained
and the star ends its life into a catastrophic SnIa
supernova explosion (e.g. Burrows 2000). In deal-
ing with macrocosmos, the tidal action induced by
massive haloes on hosted galaxies affects their forma-
tion and evolution process, due to a larger depth of
the potential well, resulting in a different correlation
of observables with respect to galaxies in absence of
massive halos (e.g. D’Onofrio et al. 2006).

Ordinary fluids are collisional, which makes
the stress tensor isotropic and the velocity distribu-
tion to obey the Maxwell law. Tidal interactions
therein act between colliding particles (e.g. LL67,
Chap. VII, §74). Astrophysical fluids (leaving aside
extremely dense environments such as galactic nu-
clei) are collisionless, which makes the stress tensor
anisotropic and the velocity distribution do not obey
the Maxwell law. Tidal interactions therein act be-
tween a single particle and the system as a whole.

Given that tidal interactions are at work in
both collisional and collisionless fluids, the existence
of an analogy between the two may be the subject
of a legitimate question. To this respect, an inves-
tigation must necessarily be restricted to theoretical
considerations, as astrophysical fluids (conceived as
macrogases) cannot be tested in laboratory. More
specifically, a macrogas equation of state has to be
formulated in terms of three variables (macrovolume,
macropressure, macrotemperature), and the related
macroisothermal curves (i.e. the macropressure as
a function of the macrovolume for selected constant
macrotemperatures) has to be compared with their
counterparts deduced from the van der Waals (here-
after quoted as VDW) equation of state for ordinary
gases. If some analogy exists, it can be extended
to (undetectable) real macroisothermal curves as a
working hypothesis. Finally, an application can be
made to galaxies or clusters of galaxies.

The VDW equation of state can be expressed
in (dimensionless) reduced volume, reduced pressure,
and reduced temperature. Similarly to the Lane-
Emden equation for polytropes (e.g. Chandrasekhar
1939, Chap. IV, §4; Caimmi 1986), the reduced VDW

equation holds for a class of fluids instead of a sin-
gle fluid. In general, the states of two systems with
equal values of the reduced variables, are defined as
corresponding states. According to the principle of
corresponding states, two fluids which obey the re-
duced VDW equation of state and exhibit equal val-
ues of two among three reduced variables, necessarily
exhibit equal values of the remaining reduced vari-
able. For further details refer to classical textbooks
(e.g. LL67, Chap.VIII, §85).

In the light of an analogy between ordinary
gases and macrogases, the formulation of a princi-
ple of corresponding states in the latter case could
be highly rewarding. A macrogas equation of state
was formulated in earlier attempts (Caimmi and
Secco 1990, hereafter quoted as CS90, Caimmi and
Valentinuzzi 2008, hereafter quoted as CV08), where
the analogy between macrogases and VDW gases was
only mentioned, and isofractional mass (m = const)
curves were plotted for a few selected density profiles.
The current paper aims to establish a closer analogy,
where the macrovolume is related to the fractional
radius, y, the macropressure to the fractional mass,
m, and the macrotemperature to the fractional en-
ergy, φ. The basic assumptions and the formalism
remain unchanged with respect to the last parent
paper (CV08).

The present investigation is mainly devoted
to the following points: (i) Expression of an equa-
tion of state for two-component astrophysical flu-
ids, conceived as macrogases; (ii) Comparison be-
tween macroisothermal curves and isothermal curves
related to VDW gases, with regard to a simple guid-
ance case and two cases which satisfactorily fit to
observations or simulations; (iii) Application to a
subsample (N = 16) of elliptical galaxies (CV08),
extracted from larger samples (N = 25, N = 48) of
early-type galaxies investigated within the SAURON
project (Cappellari et al. 2006, 2007, hereafter
quoted as S IV, S X, respectively).

The work is organized as follows: The equa-
tion of state of ideal and VDW gases are reviewed,
and related isothermal curves are shown, in Section
2. A macrogas equation of state is formulated in
terms of macrovolume, macropressure, macrotem-
perature, and related macroisothermal curves are
shown for flat and steep density profiles, in Section 3.
An application to elliptical galaxies for which masses,
radii, and rms velocities can be determined, is per-
formed in Section 4 where the selection of acceptable
models is made and an interpretation of the results
is outlined. The conclusion is drawn in Section 5.
Further details on two specific points are reported in
the Appendix.

2. ORDINARY FLUIDS1

Let ordinary fluids be conceived as fluids
where the effects of gravitation on the equation of
state may safely be neglected e.g. on the surface of
the Earth. The simplest description is provided by
the theory of ideal gas.

1A more extended version of this Section can be found on the arxiv site, at arxiv:0907.1018.
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The equation of state of ideal gases may be
written under the form (e.g. LL67, Chap. IV, §42):

pV = kNT ; (1)

where p is the pressure, V the volume, T the temper-
ature, N the particle number, and k the Boltzmann
constant. The product, pV , has the dimensions of an
energy and, in fact, the mean kinetic energy per de-
gree of freedom equals the product, (1/2)kNT , and
the mean kinetic energy of motions along the Xp axis
reads:

(Ekin)pp =
1
2
Nmσ2

pp =
1
2
kNT ; (2a)

mσ2
pp = kT ; (2b)

where m is the mean particle mass and σpp the rms
velocity component along the Xp axis. In the light of
the theory of ideal gases, Eqs. (1) and (2) disclose the
meaning of the Boltzmann constant: for fixed pres-
sure, volume, and particle number, the mean kinetic

energy remains unchanged, regardless of the nature
of the gas.

In getting a better description of real gases,
the interactions between particles are taken into con-
sideration. The VDW generalization of the equation
of state of ideal gases, Eq. (1), reads (van der Waals
1873):

(
p + A

N2

V 2

)
(V −NB) = kNT ; (3)

where A and B are constants which depend on the
nature of the particles. For further details refer to
specific textbooks (e.g. LL67, Chap.VII, §74).

The isothermal (T = const) curves for ideal
gases are hyperbolas with axes, p = ∓V , conformly
to Eq. (1). In VDW theory of real gases, the isother-
mal curves exhibit two extremum points, which re-
duce to a single horizontal inflexion point when a
critical temperature is attained, as shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Isothermal curves related to ideal (left panel) and VDW (right panel) gases, respectively. Isothermal
curves (from bottom to top) correspond to T/Tc =0.85, 0.90, 0.95, 1.00, 1.05, 1.10. No extremum point
exists above the critical isothermal curve, T/Tc = 1.
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Fig. 2. Same as in Fig. 1 (right panel), where the occurrence (within the bell-shaped area bounded by the
dashed curve) of saturated vapour is considered. The dashed curve (including the central branch) is the locus
of intersection between VDW and real isothermal curves, the latter being related to constant pressure where
liquid and vapour phases coexist. The dotted curve is the locus of VDW isothermal extremum points. For
further details refer to the text.

Well above the critical isothermal curve, T À
Tc, the trends exhibited by ideal and VDW gases look
very similar. Below the critical isothermal curve,
T < Tc, the behaviour of VDW gases is different
with respect to ideal gases and, in addition, the re-
lated isothermal curves provide a wrong description
within a specific region where saturated vapour and
liquid phases coexist. Further details are shown in
Fig. 2.

Above the critical isothermal curve (T = Tc)
the trend is similar with respect to ideal gases. Be-
low the critical isothermal curve and on the right
of the dashed curve, the supersaturated vapour still
behaves as an ideal gas. Below the critical isother-
mal curve and on the left of the dashed curve, the
liquid shows little change in volume as the pressure

rises. Within the bell-shaped area bounded by the
dashed curve, the liquid phase is in equilibrium with
the saturated vapour phase. A reduced volume im-
plies smaller saturated vapour fraction and larger
liquid fraction at constant pressure, and vice versa.
The VDW equation of state is no longer valid in
this region. The dashed curve (including the central
branch) is the locus of intersections between VDW
and real isothermal curves, the latter being related to
constant pressure where liquid and vapour phases co-
exist. The dotted curve is the locus of VDW isother-
mal extremum points.

A specific (T/Tc = 0.85) VDW and corre-
sponding real isothermal curve, are represented in
Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. A specific (T/Tc = 0.85) VDW and corresponding real isothermal curve. The above mentioned
curves coincide within the range V ≤ VA and V ≥ VE. The regions ABC and CDE have equal area. For
further details refer to the text.

The VDW isothermal curve and the real
isothermal curve coincide within the range V ≤ VA
and V ≥ VE. The VDW isothermal curve exhibits
two extremum points: a minimum, B, and a max-
imum, D, while the real isothermal curve is flat,
within the range, VA ≤ V ≤ VE. Configurations
related to the VDW isothermal curve within the
ranges VA ≤ V ≤ VB (due to tension forces act-
ing on the particles yielding superheated liquid) and
VD ≤ V ≤ VE (due to the occurrence of undercooled
vapour), may be obtained under special conditions,
while configurations within the range VB ≤ V ≤ VD
are always unstable. The volumes VA and VE corre-
spond to the maximum value in presence of the sole
liquid phase and the minimum value in presence of
the sole vapour phase, respectively.

The surfaces ABC and CDE are equal, as first
inferred by Maxwell (e.g. Rostagni 1957, Chap. XII,
§19). For further details refer to specific textbooks
(e.g. LL67, Chap.VIII, §85).

In order to simplify both notation and calcula-
tions, it is convenient to deal with (dimensionless) re-

duced variables (e.g. Rostagni 1957, Chap. XII, §16;
LL67, Chap.VIII, §85). To this aim, the first step is
the knowledge of the parameters related to the criti-
cal point (Vc, pc, Tc) which may be determined as the
solution of a system of three equations, namely the
VDW equation particularized to the critical point,
(∂p/∂V )Vc,Tc = 0, and (∂2p/∂V 2)Vc,Tc = 0, keeping
in mind that the critical point is a horizontal inflex-
ion point. The result is:

Vc = 3NB , (4)

Tc =
8
27

A

B

1
k

, (5)

pc =
1
27

A

B2
, (6)

Zc =
pcVc

kNTc
=

3
8

, (7)

where, in general, the compressibility factor Z =
pV/(kNT ) defines the degree of departure from the
behaviour of ideal gases, for which Z = 1 according
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to Eq. (1). For further details refer to specific text-
books (e.g. Rostagni 1957, Chap. XII, §20; LL67,
Chap. VIII, §85).

With regard to the reduced variables:

/V =
V

Vc
, /p =

p

pc
, /T =

T

Tc
, (8)

the ideal gas equation of state, Eq. (1), and the VDW
equation of state, Eq. (3), read:

/p /V =
8
3

/T , (9)
(

/p +
3
/V 2

)(
/V − 1

3

)
=

8
3

/T , /V >
1
3

, (10)

and a further analysis of the third-degree equation
in /V , associated to (∂ /p/∂ /V ) /V, /T = 0, shows that,
in general, the extremum points of VDW isother-
mal curves ( /T ≤ 1) occur at /V = /VB (mini-
mum) and /V = /VD (maximum), /VB ≤ /VD. As
/T → 0, /VB → 1/3, /VD → +∞, where, in all cases,
1/3 < /VB ≤ 1 ≤ /VD.

The two areas defined by the intersection of a
generic VDW isothermal curve ( /T ≤ 1) and related
real isothermal curves (see Fig. 3), are expressed as:

W1 =
∫ VC

VA

pC dV −
∫ VC

VA

p dV

= pCVC

[
/pC( /VC − /VA)−

∫ /VC

/VA

/p d /V

]
, (11a)

W2 =
∫ VE

VC

p dV −
∫ VE

VC

pC dV

= pCVC

[∫ /VE

/VC

/p d /V − /pC( /VE − /VC)

]
, (11b)

and the substitution of Eq. (10) into Eq. (11) allows
explicit expressions for the integrals. The result is:

W1

pCVC
= /pC( /VC − /VA)− 8

3
/T ln

3 /VC − 1
3 /VA − 1

+
3( /VC − /VA)

/VA /VC
, (12a)

W2

pCVC
=

8
3

/T ln
3 /VE − 1
3 /VC − 1

− 3( /VE − /VC)
/VC /VE

− /pC( /VE − /VC) , (12b)

and the condition W1 = W2 after some algebra reads:

/pC =
8
3

/T

/VE − /VA
ln

3 /VE − 1
3 /VA − 1

− 3
/VA /VE

(13)

where, for a selected isothermal curve, the unknowns
are /pC = /pA = /pE , /VA, and /VE.

The reduced volumes, /VA, /VC, /VE, see Fig. 3,
may be considered as intersections between a VDW
isothermal curve ( /T < 1) and a horizontal straight
line /p = /pC in the (O /V /p) plane. In other words,
/VA, /VC, /VE, are the real solutions of the third-degree
equation:

/V 3 −
(

1
3

+
8
3

/T

/pC

)
/V 2 +

3
/pC

/V − 1
/pC

= 0 (14)

which has been deduced from Eq. (10) particularized
to /p = /pC . The last unknown, /pC , is determined
from Eq. (13).

An inspection of Fig. 3 shows that the points
A and E are located on the left of the minimum B and
on the right of the maximum D, respectively. Keep-
ing in mind the above results, the following inequal-
ity holds: /VA ≤ /VB ≤ 1 ≤ /VD ≤ /VE, which implies
further investigation on the special case /VC = 1.

It can be seen that the abscissa of the inter-
section point C between a selected VDW isothermal
curve and related real isothermal curve (see Fig. 3)
cannot occur at /VC = 1 unless the critical isothermal
curve is considered. Then, the third-degree equation
Eq. (14) must be solved in the general case.

The locus of the intersections between VDW
and real isothermal curves is represented in Fig. 2 as
a trifid curve, where the left, the right, and the mid-
dle branch correspond to /VA, /VE, and /VC, respec-
tively. The common starting point coincides with
the critical point. The locus of the VDW isothermal
curve extremum points is represented in Fig. 2 as a
dotted curve starting from the critical point where
the left and the right branch correspond to minimum
and maximum points, respectively.

A fluid state can be represented in reduced
variables as ( /V , /p, /T ), where one variable may
be expressed as a function of the remaining two,
by use of the reduced ideal gas equation of state,
Eq. (9), or the reduced VDW equation of state,
Eq. (10). The formulation in terms of reduced vari-
ables, Eqs. (8), makes the related equation of state
universal i.e. it holds for any fluid. Similarly, the
Lane-Emden equation expressed in polytropic (di-
mensionless) variables, describes the whole class of
polytropic gas spheres with assigned polytropic in-
dex, in hydrostatic equilibrium (e.g. Chandrasekhar
1939, Chap. IV, §4).

The states of two fluids with the same ( /V , /p,
/T ) are defined as corresponding states. The mere
existence of an equation of state yields the following
result:

Law of corresponding states. Given two
fluids, the equality between two out of three
reduced variables /V , /p, /T implies the equality
between the remaining related reduced vari-
ables i.e. the two fluids are in corresponding
states.

The law was first formulated by van der Waals
in 1880. For further details refer to specific textbooks
(e.g. LL67, Chap.VIII, §85).
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3. ASTROPHYSICAL FLUIDS

Let macrogases be defined as two-component
fluids that interact only gravitationally. The virial
theorem for subsystems reads (Caimmi et al. 1984,
Caimmi and Secco 1992, CV08):

2(Eu)kin + (Euv)vir = 0 , u = i, j , v = j, i , (15a)
(Euv)vir = (Eu)sel + (Euv)tid , (15b)

where i and j denote the inner and outer subsystem,
respectively, Ekin is the kinetic energy, Esel, Etid,
and Evir, are the self, tidal, and virial potential en-
ergy respectively. The related definitions are:

(Eu)kin =
1
2

∫

Su

ρu(x1, x2, x3)
3∑

s=1

(vu)2s d3Su , (16)

(Eu)sel =
∫

Su

ρu(x1, x2, x3)
3∑

s=1

xs
∂Vu

∂xs
d3Su

= −1
2

∫

Su

ρu(x1, x2, x3)Vu(x1, x2, x3) d3Su , (17)

(Euv)tid =
∫

Su

ρu(x1, x2, x3)
3∑

s=1

xs
∂Vv

∂xs
d3Su , (18)

where ρ is the density, vs is the velocity component,
S is the volume, and V is the gravitational potential.

The virial theorem makes a necessary (but
not sufficient) condition for dynamical or hydrostatic
equilibrium, which implies that the parameters of the
virialized configuration must be considered as aver-
aged over a sufficiently long time. For further de-
tails refer to specific textbooks (e.g. Landau and
Lifchitz 1966, Chap. II, §10) and to an earlier pa-
per (Caimmi 2007). On the other hand, general
trends exhibited by virialized configurations hold, in
particular, for self-consistent density profiles imply-
ing nonnegative distribution functions. Accordingly,
density profiles shall be chosen regardless of their
self-consistency, aiming to investigate general trends
instead of local properties. To avoid the determi-
nation of the gravitational potential, which is the
most difficult step towards an explicit formulation of
potential energies, future considerations shall be re-
stricted to homeoidally striated ellipsoids (Roberts
1962). The following results are taken from earlier
attempts (CV08, and further references therein), to
which an interested reader is addressed to.

The isopycnic (i.e. constant density) surfaces
are defined by the following law:

ρu = ρ†ufu(ξu) , fu(1) = 1 , u = i, j , (19a)

ξu =
ru

r†u
, 0 ≤ ξu ≤ Ξu , Ξu =

Ru

r†u
, (19b)

where the dagger denotes a selected reference isopyc-
nic surface, r is the radial coordinate along a selected
direction, R is the related truncation radius, ξ is a
related scaled radial coordinate, and Ξ is the related
scaled truncation radius.

The mass and the self potential energy read:

Mu = (νu)masM
†
u , (20a)

M†
u =

4π

3
ρ†u(au)†1(au)†2(au)†3 , (20b)

(νu)mas =
3
2

∫ Ξu

0

Fu(ξu) dξu , (20c)

Fu(ξu) = 2
∫ Ξu

ξu

fu(ξu)ξu dξu , (20d)

(Eu)sel = −(νu)sel
G(M†

u)2

(a†u)1
Bu , (21a)

(νu)sel =
9
16

∫ Ξu

0

F 2
u(ξu) dξu , (21b)

where a†` are semiaxes of the reference isopycnic sur-
face, νmas and νsel are profile factors which depend
only on the mass distribution, and B is a shape fac-
tor. For homogeneous configurations, νmas = Ξ3 and
νsel = (3/10) Ξ5. For spherical shapes, B = 2.

Under the further restriction of similar and
similarly placed boundaries, the following relations
hold:

ξi = y†ξj ,
Ξj

Ξi
=

y

y†
,

(νj)mas

(νi)mas
=

m

m† , (22a)

y =
Rj

Ri
, y† =

r†j
r†i

, m =
Mj

Mi
, m† =

M†
j

M†
i

, (22b)

which makes tidal and virial potential energy reduce
to:

(Euv)xxx = −G(M†
u)2

(a†u)1
(νuv)xxxB , (23a)

u = i, j , v = j, i , xxx = tid, vir , (23b)

and the explicit expressions of the profile factors
read:

(νij)tid = −9
8
m†w(ext)(η) , (24a)

(νji)tid = −9
8

y†

m†w
(int)(η) , (24b)

(νuv)vir = (νu)sel + (νuv)tid , (24c)

η =
Ξi

y†
=

Ξj

y
, y ≥ 1 , (24d)

where u = i, j; v = j, i; and the functions w(int)

w(ext) are defined as:

w(int)(η) =
∫ η

0

Fj(ξj)
dFi

dξj
ξj dξj , (25a)

w(ext)(η) =
∫ η

0

Fi(ξi)
dFj

dξj
ξj dξj . (25b)
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For further details refer to Appendix A1. In conclu-
sion, Eqs. (19)-(25) allow the calculation of the virial
potential energy for homeoidally striated ellipsoids
related to similar and similarly placed boundaries.

The fractional virial potential energy reads:

φ =
(Eji)vir

(Eij)vir
=

(m†)2

y†
(νji)vir

(νij)vir

=
m2

y

Ξj

Ξi

[
(νi)mas

(νj)mas

]2 (νji)vir

(νij)vir
, (26)

which, for assigned density profiles, depends on ei-
ther the reference fractional mass m† and the frac-
tional scaling radius y† or the fractional mass m and
the fractional truncation radius y.

Strictly speaking, Eq. (26) is valid provided
the indices i and j denote the embedded and the em-
bedding subsystem respectively, which implies y ≥ 1.
If the role of the two subsystems is reversed, 0 ≤ y ≤
1, it has to be kept in mind that the inner and the
outer component are denoted by the indices j and
i respectively. Then, the quantities of interest must
be calculated according to substitutions, m → m−1,
m† → (m†)−1, y → y−1, y† → (y†)−1, i ↔ j, which
yields φ = (Eij)vir/(Eji)vir in the domain y ≥ 1.
Following the above mentioned procedure where, in
addition, φ → φ−1, allows the explicit expression of
the fractional virial energy, φ = (Eji)vir/(Eij)vir, in
the domain 0 ≤ y ≤ 1 which extends the whole do-
main to 0 ≤ y < +∞.

In absence of truncation radius, Ξ → +∞,
η → +∞, the reversion occurs when the density
drops to zero and nothing changes except in infinites-
imal terms of higher order and infinite terms of lower
order. Accordingly, there is no need to perform the
reversion in this case.

The combination of Eq. (24) and Eq. (26)
yields:

φ =
(m†)2

y†
(νj)sel − 9

8
y†

m†w
(int)(η)

(νi)sel − 9
8
m†w(ext)(η)

, (27a)

φ =
Ξj

Ξi

[
(νi)mas

(νj)mas

]2
m2

y

×
(νj)sel − 9

8
Ξi

Ξj

(νj)mas

(νi)mas

y

m
w(int)(η)

(νi)sel − 9
8

(νi)mas

(νj)mas
mw(ext)(η)

; (27b)

where, for assigned scaled truncation radii Ξi and
Ξj , the independent variables are m†, y†, or m, y.
In terms of a second-degree equation in m† or m,
Eqs. (27) read:

Âx2 + B̂x + Ĉ = 0 , (28a)

Â = kA(νj)sel ; kA = 1,
Ξj

Ξi

[
(νi)mas

(νj)mas

]2

, (28b)

B̂ = −9
8
kB

[
w(int)(η)− φw(ext)(η)

]
,

kB = y†,
(νi)mas

(νj)mas
y , (28c)

Ĉ = −kC(νi)selφ , kC = y†, y , (28d)

where the positive solution is:

x =

√
B̂2 − 4ÂĈ − B̂

2Â
; x = m†, m , (29)

while the negative solution has been disregarded due
to the lack of physical meaning.

In the special case of coinciding density pro-
files, fi = fj , Fi = Fj , and scaled truncation radii,
Ξi = Ξj , fractional masses and truncation radii also
coincide, m† = m, y† = y, via Eqs. (22), and the
same holds for the profile factors (νi)mas = (νj)mas,
(νi)sel = (νj)sel, which depend on the scaled trunca-
tion radii. Accordingly, Eqs. (27a), (27b) also coin-
cide.

To get a closer analogy with real gases, let
Eqs. (27) be rewritten after a change of variables, as:

X†
pX†

V

1− 9
8

1
(νj)sel

w(int)(η)

(X†
p)1/2X†

V

1− 9
8

1
(νi)sel

(X†
p)1/2w(ext)(η)

= K†X†
T, (30a)

XpXV

1− 9
8

Ξi

Ξj

(νj)mas

(νi)mas

1
(νj)sel

w(int)(η)

X
1/2
p XV

1− 9
8

1
(νi)sel

X1/2
p w(ext)(η)

= KXT , (30b)

η = ΞiX
†
V = ΞjXV , y ≥ 1 , (30c)

X†
p = (m†)2 , X†

V =
1
y†

, X†
T = φ , (30d)

Xp = m2 , XV =
1
y

, XT = φ , (30e)

K† = K†(Ξi, Ξj) =
(νi)sel
(νj)sel

, (30f)

K = K(Ξi, Ξj) =
Ξi

Ξj

[
(νj)mas

(νi)mas

]2 (νi)sel
(νj)sel

, (30g)

which can be conceived as an equation of state for
macrogases. The variables XV, Xp, XT play a
similar role as the volume, pressure, and tempera-
ture for ordinary gases. Accordingly, XV, Xp, XT,
shall be defined as macrovolume, macropressure, and
macrotemperature respectively.

The combination of Eq. (22), Eq. (30d), and
Eq. (30e) yields:

X†
V

XV
=

Ξi

Ξj
,

X†
p

Xp
=

[
(νi)mas

(νj)mas

]2

,
X†

T

XT
= 1 , (31)
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which links the variables (X†
V, X†

p, X†
T) to their coun-

terparts (XV, Xp, XT) and vice versa.
Strictly speaking, the macrogas equation of

state should be deduced from dimensional (instead of
dimensionless) virial equations for an assigned sub-
system as outlined in Appendix A2. On the other
hand, a description in terms of dimensionless vari-
ables turns out to be more useful.

If the interaction terms are omitted, w(int) =
w(ext) = 0, Eq. (30a) and Eq. (30b) reduce to:

X†
pX†

V = K†(Ξi, Ξj)X
†
T , (32a)

XpXV = K(Ξi, Ξj)XT , (32b)

which may be considered as the equation of state of
ideal macrogases where ”ideal” means ”the interac-
tion terms are omitted”.

The parameters K† and K appearing in either
macrogas equation of state, depend on the scaled
truncation radii Ξi and Ξj and on the selected den-
sity profiles. In other words, the macrogas equation
of state is not universal but takes a different form
for different density profiles. A restricted number of
special cases shall be studied below, grounding on
earlier results (CV08), to which an interested reader
is addressed for further details. In any case, the fol-
lowing method shall be used: (i) Select two density
profiles; (ii) Fix related scaled truncation radii, Ξi

and Ξj ; (iii) Choose a macrotemperature, φ; (iv) Plot
related macroisothermal curves by solving Eq. (30a)
or Eq. (30b).

3.1. UU macrogases

The related density profiles are uniform, which
is equivalent to polytropes with index n = 0 (e.g.
Chandrasekhar 1939, Chap. IV, §4; Caimmi 1986)
but implies negative distribution functions for stellar
fluids (Vandervoort, 1980). The particularization of
the general expressions to the case under discussion
yields for the quantities of interest (CV08):

fu(ξu) = 1 , 0 ≤ ξu ≤ Ξu , u = i, j , (33)
Fu(ξu) = Ξ2

u − ξ2
u , u = i, j , (34)

(νu)mas = Ξ3
u , u = i, j , (35)

(νu)sel =
3
10

Ξ5
u , u = i, j , (36)

w(int)(η) = − 4
15

Ξ2
i η

3

(
5
2
y2 − 3

2

)
, (37)

w(ext)(η) = − 4
15

Ξ2
i η

3 , (38)

where Eq. (37) and Eq. (38) hold under the additional
restriction of similar and similarly placed boundaries
(CV08).

In the case under consideration of uniform
density profiles, without loss of generality, it can be
assumed a scaled truncation radius Ξu = Ru/r†u = 1,
which implies y = y†, m = m†, due to Eq. (22) and

Eq. (35). Accordingly, Eq. (26) reduces to (CV08):

φ =
(m†)2

y†

(
y

y†

)5 1 +
(y†)3

m†
1
y5

(
5
2
y2 − 3

2

)

1 +
m†

(y†)3

,

y ≥ 1 , (39a)

φ =
(

y

y†

)5 m†(y†)2
[
1 +

m†

(y†)3

]

1 + m†
(

y

y†

)3 (
5
2
− 3

2
y2

) ,

0 ≤ y ≤ 1 , (39b)

where y is the outer to inner ellipsoid axis ratio
Rj/Ri according to Eq. (22b). In addition, Eq. (28)
and Eq. (29) reduce to:

m =
√

β2 + yφ− β , (40a)

β =
1
2

1
y2

(
5
2
y2 − 3

2
− φ

)
, y ≥ 1 , (40b)

β =
1
2
y3

[
1−

(
5
2

1
y2
− 3

2

)
φ

]
, 0 ≤ y ≤ 1 , (40c)

A =
3
10

, C = − 3
10

yφ , B =
3
5
β , (40d)

where the negative solution is not considered due to
the lack of physical meaning.

The explicit expression of the square fractional
mass m2 extracted from Eq. (40a) in dimensionless
variables, Xp = X†

p = m2 = (m†)2, XV = X†
V =

1/y = 1/y†, XT = X†
T = φ, Eq. (30d), Eq. (30e),

reads:

Xp = 2β2 +
XT

XV
− 2β

√
β2 +

XT

XV
, (41a)

2β = X2
V

(
5
2

1
X2

V

− 3
2
−XT

)
; 0 < XV ≤ 1, (41b)

2β =
1

X3
V

[
1−

(
5
2
X2

V −
3
2

)
XT

]
; XV ≥ 1, (41c)

or more explicitly:

Xp = 2
1
4
X4

V

(
5
2

1
X2

V

− 3
2
−XT

)2

+
XT

XV

−X2
V

(
5
2

1
X2

V

− 3
2
−XT

)

×
[

1
4
X4

V

(
5
2

1
X2

V

− 3
2
−XT

)2

+
XT

XV

]1/2

;

0 < XV ≤ 1 ; (42a)
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Xp = 2
1
4

1
X6

V

[
1−

(
5
2
X2

V −
3
2

)
XT

]2

+
XT

XV

− 1
X3

V

[
1−

(
5
2
X2

V −
3
2

)
XT

]

×
{

1
4

1
X6

V

[
1−

(
5
2
X2

V −
3
2

)
XT

]2

+
XT

XV

}1/2

;

XV ≥ 1 , (42b)

which is the actual UU (AUU) macrogas equation of
state.

The ideal UU (IUU) macrogas equation of
state is obtained by the combination of Eq. (30e),
Eq. (32b), Eq. (35), and Eq. (36). The result is:

Xp =
XT

XV
, (43)

which represents a hyperbola with equal axes for
fixed XT.

Macroisothermal curves related to IUU (tidal
potential energy excluded) and AUU (tidal potential
energy included) macrogases are plotted in Fig. 4,
left and right panel, respectively, for values of the
macrotemperature XT = 0.85, 0.90, 0.95, 1.00, 1.05,
1.10 from bottom to top. The coordinates XV = X†

V,
Xp = X†

p, XT = X†
T may be conceived as normalized

to their fictitious critical counterparts XVc = X†
Vc

=
1, Xpc = X†

pc
= 1, XTc = X†

Tc
= 1 as φ = m = m†

for y = y† = 1, according to Eq. (39) or Eq. (104),
which implies φ = 1 for m = m† = 1. The com-
parison with ideal and VDW gases, plotted in Fig. 1,
shows a similar trend, except the absence of a critical
macroisothermal curve, above which the extremum
points disappear.

Fig. 4. Macroisothermal curves related to IUU (left panel) and AUU (right panel) macrogases respectively.
Macroisothermal curves (from bottom to top) correspond to XT = 0.85, 0.90, 0.95, 1.00, 1.05, 1.10. No
critical macroisothermal curve exists above or below which the extremum points disappear. The coordinates,
XV = X†

V, Xp = X†
p, XT = X†

T may be conceived as normalized to their fictitious critical counterparts
XVc = X†

Vc
= 1, Xpc = X†

pc
= 1, XTc = X†

Tc
= 1.
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Fig. 5. Same as in Fig. 4 (right panel). The loci of the extremum points are represented as dotted lines.
The loci of the intersections between actual and real macroisothermal curves are represented as dashed lines.
The absence of the critical macroisothermal curve makes a band-like instead of a bell-shaped region exist on
the plane.

Contrary to ordinary gases, no experiment can
be performed on macrogases to ascertain the exis-
tence of a phase transition moving along a selected
macroisothermal curve where the path is a horizon-
tal line instead of a curve including the extremum
points. Then the existence of the above mentioned
phase transition and flat real macroisothermal curves
must necessarily be assumed as a working hypothe-
sis by analogy with VDW isothermal curves (below
the critical one). The loci of extremum points of
AUU macroisothermal curves plotted in Fig. 4 (right
panel) are represented as dotted lines in Fig. 5.

Unlike the VDW equation of state Eq. (10)
the AUU macrogas equation of state Eq. (42) is not
analytically integrable. Then, the procedure used
for determining a selected macroisothermal curve
must be numerically performed. The main steps
are (i) Calculate the intersections XVA , XVC , XVE ,
XVA < XVC < XVE , between the generic horizon-

tal line in the (OXVXp) plane, Xp = const, and the
AUU macrogas equation of state within the range
XpB < Xp < XpD where B and D denote the ex-
tremum points of minimum and maximum, respec-
tively; (ii) Calculate the area of the regions ABC
and CDE; (iii) Find the special value Xp = Xp0 ,
which makes the two areas equal; (iv) Trace the real
UU (RUU) macroisothermal curve as a horizontal
line connecting the points (XVA , XpA), (XVC , XpC),
(XVE , XpE), XpA = XpC = XpE = Xp0 .

The loci of the intersections between AUU
and RUU macroisothermal curves are represented
as dashed lines in Fig. 5. The absence of a critical
macroisothermal curve makes a band-like instead of
a bell-shaped region exist on the (OXVXp) plane as
shown by comparison with Fig. 2. The AUU and
RUU macroisothermal curves are plotted in Fig. 6
with regard to the special case XT = 0.85.
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Fig. 6. A specific (XT = 0.85) AUU and corresponding RUU macroisothermal curve. The above mentioned
curves coincide within the range, XV ≤ XVA , XV ≥ XVE . The regions ABC and CDE have equal areas. For
further details refer to the text.

3.2. HH macrogases

The related density profiles exhibit a central
cusp and null value at infinite distances (Hernquist
1990), and have been proved to be consistent with
nonnegative distribution functions in an acceptable
parameter range (Ciotti 1996). The particularization
of the general expressions to the case under discus-
sion yields for the quantities of interest (CV08):

fu(ξu) =
8

ξu(1 + ξu)3
; 0 ≤ ξu ≤ Ξu ; u = i, j , (44)

Fu(ξu) =
8

(1 + ξu)2
− 8

(1 + Ξu)2
; u = i, j , (45)

(νu)mas =
12Ξ2

u

(1 + Ξu)2
; u = i, j , (46)

(νu)sel =
12Ξ3

u(4 + Ξu)
(1 + Ξu)4

; u = i, j , (47)

w(int)(η) = −128y†
{

1
2

1
(y† − 1)4

[
− (y† − 1)2y†η

(y†η + 1)2

+
2(y† − 1)η

1 + η
+

(y† − 1)(y† + 3)y†η
y†η + 1

+2(2y† + 1) ln
η + 1

y†η + 1

]
− 1

2
1

(1 + Ξj)2

× 1
(y†)2

[
1− 2y†η + 1

(y†η + 1)2

]}
,

y† 6= 1 ; (48a)

w(int)(η) = −128
{

1
12

[
− 4η + 1

(η + 1)4
+ 1

]

−1
2

1
(1 + Ξj)2

η2

(η + 1)2

}
;

y† = 1 , (48b)
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w(ext)(η) = −128
{
−1

2
1

(y† − 1)4

[
(y† − 1)2η
(η + 1)2

+
2(y†)2(y† − 1)η

1 + y†η
+

(y† − 1)(3y† + 1)η
η + 1

−2y†(y† + 2) ln
y†η + 1
η + 1

]
− 1

2
1

(1 + Ξi)2

× η2

(η + 1)2

}
; y† 6= 1 , (49a)

w(ext)(η) = 128
{

1
12

[
4η + 1

(η + 1)4
− 1

]
+

1
2

1
(1 + Ξi)2

× η2

(η + 1)2

}
; y† = 1 , (49b)

using Eq. (24) and Eqs. (46)-(49), the actual HH
(AHH) macrogas equation of state is obtained from
the particularization of Eqs. (30) to the case of in-
terest for the domain y ≥ 1. The extension to the

domain 0 ≤ y ≤ 1 can be done following the proce-
dure outlined above in dealing with Eq. (26).

In absence of truncation radius, Ξ → +∞,
η → +∞, and Eqs. (45)-(49) reduce to (CV08):

lim
Ξu→+∞

Fu(ξu) =
8

(1 + ξu)2
; u = i, j , (50)

lim
Ξu→+∞

(νu)mas = 12 ; u = i, j , (51)

lim
Ξu→+∞

(νu)sel = 12 ; u = i, j , (52)

lim
η→+∞

w(int)(η) = − 64y†

(y† − 1)4
[−2(2y† + 1) ln y†

+(y† − 1)(y† + 5)
]
; y† 6= 1, (53a)

lim
η→+∞

w(int)(η) = −32
3

; y† = 1 , (53b)

Fig. 7. Macroisothermal curves ( /Xp = Xp/Xpc vs. /XV = XV/XVc) related to IHH (left panels) and AHH
(right panels) macrogases respectively, for different values of scaled truncation radii (Ξi,Ξj) labelled on each
panel. Macroisothermal curves (from bottom to top) correspond to /XT = XT/XTc = 0.90, 0.95, 1.00, 1.05,
1.10, 1.15. The limit, (Ξi,Ξj) → (+∞,+∞), makes only little changes.
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lim
η→+∞

w(ext)(η) = − 64
(y† − 1)4

[
2y†(y† + 2) ln y†

−(y† − 1)(5y† + 1)
]
; y† 6= 1,(54a)

lim
η→+∞

w(ext)(η) = −32
3

; y† = 1 , (54b)

using Eq. (24) and Eqs. (51)-(54), the AHH macro-
gas equation of state in the special situation under
discussion, is obtained from the particularization of
Eqs. (30) to the case of interest.

The ideal situation where the interaction
terms are omitted is obtained using Eqs. (32) instead
of Eqs. (30). More specifically, the ideal HH (IHH)
macrogas equation of state is derived by the combi-
nation of Eq. (30e), Eq. (32b), Eq. (46), and Eq. (47).

The result is:

Xp =
4 + Ξi

4 + Ξj

XT

XV
, (55)

which represents a hyperbola with different axes (un-
less Ξi = Ξj) for fixed XT.

Macroisothermal curves ( /Xp = Xp/Xpc
vs.

/XV = XV/XVc
) related to IHH (tidal potential en-

ergy excluded) and AHH (tidal potential energy in-
cluded) macrogases are plotted in Fig. 7, left and
right panels, for different values of scaled trunca-
tion radii, (Ξi, Ξj), labelled on each panel, and same
values of the reduced macrotemperature: /XT =
XT/XTc = 0.90, 0.95, 1.00, 1.05, 1.10, 1.15, from
bottom to top.

Fig. 8. AHH macroisothermal curves ( /Xp = Xp/Xpc vs. /XV = XV/XVc) for different choices of scaled
truncation radii (Ξi, Ξj) labelled on each panel. Macroisothermal curves (from bottom to top) correspond
to /XT = XT/XTc = 0.90, 0.95, 1.00, 1.05, 1.10, 1.15. The limit (Ξi, Ξj) → (+∞, +∞) makes only little
changes. RHH macroisothermal curves, when different from their AHH counterparts, lie within the larger
reversed bell-shaped region in each panel. The loci of intersections between AHH and RHH macroisothermal
curves are represented as trifid curves where the left branch corresponds to /XVA , the right branch to /XVE ,
and the middle branch to /XVC . The critical point is the common origin. The loci of AHH macroisothermal
curve extremum points are represented as dotted curves starting from the critical point where the left branch
corresponds to minimum points and the right branch to maximum points.
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The limit (Ξi, Ξj) → (+∞, +∞), makes only
little changes. Owing to Eq. (22a) and Eq. (31),
X†

V = XVy†/y and X†
p = Xp(m†/m)2, which im-

plies /X†
V = /XV and /X†

p = /Xp. The comparison
with ideal and VDW gases, plotted in Fig. 1, shows
a similar but reversed trend. More specifically, ex-
tremum points occur above instead of below the crit-
ical macroisothermal curve. A complete analogy can
be obtained using the transformations XV → 1/XV,
Xp → 1/Xp, XT → 1/XT.

The existence of a phase transition moving
along a selected macroisothermal curve where the
path is a horizontal line instead of a curve including
the extremum points, must necessarily be assumed
as a working hypothesis due to the analogy between
VDW isothermal curves and AHH macroisothermal
curves. As in the case of UU macrogases, AHH
macroisothermal curves must be numerically deter-
mined following the same procedure outlined in Sub-
section 3.1. Characteristic loci of AHH macroisother-
mal curves plotted in Fig. 7 (right panels) are repre-
sented in Fig. 8.

The loci of intersections between AHH and
real HH (RHH) macroisothermal curves, are repre-
sented in Fig. 8 as trifid curves, where the left branch
corresponds to /XVA , the right branch to /XVE , and the
middle branch to /XVC . The critical point is the com-
mon starting point. The loci of AHH macroisother-
mal curve extremum points are represented in Fig. 8
as dotted curves starting from the critical point,
where the left branch corresponds to minimum points
and the right branch to maximum points. The RHH
macroisothermal curves, when different from their
AHH counterparts, lie within the larger bell-shaped
regions. The limit (Ξi,Ξj) → (+∞,+∞) makes only
little changes. Values of parameters /XT, /XVA , /XVB ,
/XVC , /XVD , /XVE , /XpB , /XpC , /XpD are listed in Ta-
ble 1 within the range 1.00 < /XT ≤ 1.15 using a step
∆ /XT = 0.01 in the limit (Ξi, Ξj) → (+∞, +∞). The
AHH macroisothermal curves are plotted in Fig. 9
for scaled truncation radii (Ξi,Ξj) as in Fig. 8 with
regard to the special case /XT = 1.15. The limit
(Ξi, Ξj) → (+∞, +∞) makes only little changes as
shown by comparison with the dashed curve.

Fig. 9. AHH macroisothermal curves for scaled truncation radii (Ξi,Ξj) as in Fig. 8 with regard to the
special case /XT = XT/XTc = 1.15. The limit, (Ξi, Ξj) → (+∞,+∞) makes only little changes as shown by
comparison with the dashed curve.
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Table 1. Values of parameters /XT, /XVA , /XVB , /XVC , /XVD , /XVE , /XpB , /XpC , /XpD within the range 1.00 <
/XT ≤ 1.15 using a step ∆ /XT = 0.01 except near the critical point where convergence was not attained. All
values equal unity at the critical point. Results are related to infinitely extended configurations (Ξi, Ξj) →
(+∞, +∞). Index captions: A, C, E - intersections between AHH and RHH macroisothermal curves; B
- extremum point of minimum; D - extremum point of maximum. Extremum points are related to AHH
macroisothermal curves, while their RHH counterparts are flat within the range /XVA ≤ /XV ≤ /XVE . For
aesthetical reasons, 01 on head columns stands for unity.

/XT 10 /XVA 10 /XVB 10 /XVC 01 /XVD 01 /XVE 01 /XpB 01 /XpC 01 /XpD

1.014 8.3150 8.9774 9.9858 1.1016 1.1854 1.0264 1.0266 1.0268
1.015 8.2595 8.9420 9.9849 1.1051 1.1921 1.0283 1.0285 1.0287
1.02 8.0099 8.7810 9.9803 1.1211 1.2231 1.0378 1.0381 1.0384
1.03 7.6038 8.5136 9.9711 1.1475 1.2756 1.0568 1.0575 1.0580
1.04 7.2739 8.2912 9.9620 1.1694 1.3203 1.0759 1.0770 1.0778
1.05 6.9927 8.0979 9.9533 1.1884 1.3600 1.0951 1.0966 1.0978
1.06 6.7463 7.9255 9.9446 1.2054 1.3961 1.1144 1.1165 1.1181
1.07 6.5262 7.7690 9.9359 1.2207 1.4293 1.1338 1.1365 1.1385
1.08 6.3269 7.6252 9.9277 1.2348 1.4604 1.1533 1.1566 1.1591
1.09 6.1447 7.4920 9.9192 1.2478 1.4895 1.1730 1.1770 1.1799
1.10 5.9767 7.3676 9.9112 1.2600 1.5171 1.1927 1.1975 1.2009
1.11 5.8209 7.2508 9.9031 1.2714 1.5434 1.2126 1.2182 1.2222
1.12 5.6755 7.1406 9.8950 1.2821 1.5685 1.2325 1.2391 1.2436
1.13 5.5393 7.0362 9.8872 1.2923 1.5925 1.2526 1.2601 1.2652
1.14 5.4111 6.9370 9.8796 1.3019 1.6155 1.2728 1.2813 1.2870
1.15 5.2902 6.8425 9.8720 1.3111 1.6378 1.2931 1.3027 1.3090

Table 2. Values of the scaling fractional mass m† the fractional mass m the scaling fractional radius y†
the fractional truncation radius y and the fractional energy φ related to the critical point i.e. the horizontal
inflexion point on the critical macroisothermal curve for selected scaled truncation radii (Ξi,Ξj) of HH density
profiles. In absence of truncation radius (Ξi,Ξj) → (+∞,+∞) the results are independent of y/y† = Ξj/Ξi.

(Ξi,Ξj) m† m y† y ϕ
(05,05) 07.10 07.10 2.32 2.32 06.86
(05,10) 07.72 09.18 2.43 4.86 08.17
(05,20) 07.90 10.31 2.46 9.83 08.62
(10,05) 11.15 09.37 3.18 1.59 09.44
(10,10) 11.88 11.88 3.30 3.30 11.03
(10,20) 12.10 13.28 3.33 6.67 11.57
(20,05) 15.06 11.53 4.00 1.00 12.09
(20,10) 15.83 14.42 3.88 1.94 13.94
(20,20) 16.08 16.08 3.92 3.92 14.59
(∞,∞) 20.22 20.22 4.26 . . . 18.15

Values of parameters, m†, m, y†, y, φ, related
to the critical macroisothermal curve, for selected
scaled truncation radii (Ξi, Ξj) are listed in Table 2.

A better method has been used with respect to
an earlier attempt (CV08) yielding improved results.

3.3. HN/NH macrogases

A description of H density profiles has been
provided in Subsection 3.2. The remaining N density

profiles also exhibit a central cusp and null values at
infinite distances (Navarro et al. 1995, 1996, 1997).
Mass distributions defined by an inner H and outer N
density profile were found to be self-consistent in an
acceptable parameter range with regard to the non
negativity of the distribution function (Lowenstein
and White 1999) using a theorem stated in an ear-
lier attempt (Ciotti and Pellegrini 1992). The par-
ticularization of the general expressions to N density
profiles and HN macrogases yields for the quantities
of interest (CV08):
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fu(ξu) =
4

ξu(1 + ξu)2
; 0 ≤ ξu ≤ Ξu ; u = N ,(56)

Fu(ξu) =
8

1 + ξu
− 8

1 + Ξu
; u = N , (57)

(νu)mas = 12
[
ln(1 + Ξu)− Ξu

1 + Ξu

]
; u = N , (58)

(νu)sel = 36
Ξu(2 + Ξu)− 2(1 + Ξu) ln(1 + Ξu)

(1 + Ξu)2
, (59)

w(int)(η) = − 64y†

(y† − 1)3

[
− (y† − 1)2

y†
y†η(y†η + 2)
(y†η + 1)2

+
2y†η(y† − 1)

y†η + 1
+ 2 ln

η + 1
y†η + 1

− (y† − 1)3

1 + Ξj

η2

(y†η + 1)2

]
;

y† 6= 1 ; i = H ; j = N , (60a)

w(int)(η) = − 64η2

(η + 1)2

[
η + 3

3(η + 1)
− 1

1 + Ξj

]
;

y† = 1 ; i = H ; j = N , (60b)

w(ext)(η) = − 64
(y† − 1)2

{
− η

η + 1
− y†η

y†η + 1

−y† + 1
y† − 1

ln
η + 1

y†η + 1
− (y† − 1)2

(1 + Ξi)2

×
[
− η

η + 1
+ ln(η + 1)

]}
;

y† 6= 1 ; i = H ; j = N ; (61a)

w(ext)(η) = −64
{

1
6

η2(η + 3)
(η + 1)3

− 1
(1 + Ξi)2

×
[
− η

η + 1
+ ln(η + 1)

]}
;

y† = 1 ; i = H ; j = N , (61b)

using Eq. (24), Eq. (46), Eq. (47), and Eqs. (58)-(61)
the HN macrogas equation of state is obtained from
the particularization of Eqs. (30) to the case of in-
terest for the domain y ≥ 1. The extension to the
domain 0 ≤ y ≤ 1 can be done following the proce-
dure outlined above in dealing with Eq. (26).

To this aim, the counterparts of Eqs. (60)-(61),
related to NH macrogases (i = N , j = H), are
needed. The particularization of Eqs. (25) to the case
under discussion, yields:

w(int)(η) = − 64y†

(y† − 1)2

{
− η

1 + η
− Ξi

1 + Ξi
− y† + 1

y† − 1

× ln
1 + η

1 + Ξi
− (y† − 1)2

(y†)2
1

(1 + Ξj)2

×
[
ln(1 + Ξi)− Ξi

1 + Ξi

]}
;

y† 6= 1 ; i = N ; j = H , (62a)

w(int)(η) = −64
{

1
6

η2(3 + η)
(1 + η)3

− 1
(1 + Ξj)2

×
[
ln(1 + η)− η

1 + η

]}
;

y† = 1 ; i = N ; j = H , (62b)

w(ext)(η) = − 64
(y† − 1)3

[
2(y† − 1)

η

1 + η

+(y† − 1)2
η(2 + η)
(1 + η)2

+ 2y† ln
1 + η

1 + Ξi

− (y† − 1)3

1 + Ξi

η2

(1 + η)2

]
;

y† 6= 1 ; i = N ; j = H , (63a)

w(ext)(η) = −64
[
1
3

η2(3 + η)
(1 + η)3

− 1
1 + Ξi

η2

(1 + η)2

]
;

y† = 1 ; i = N ; j = H , (63b)

where Ξi = ΞN , Ξj = ΞH , while the contrary
holds with regard to Eqs. (60)-(61). Using Eq. (24),
Eqs. (46)-(47), Eqs. (58)-(59), Eqs. (62)-(63) the NH
macrogas equation of state is obtained from the par-
ticularization of Eqs. (30) to the case of interest for
the domain y ≥ 1 which corresponds to 0 ≤ y ≤ 1
for HN macrogases and vice versa.

In absence of truncation radius Ξ → +∞,
η → +∞ and Eqs. (57)-(61) reduce to:

lim
Ξu→+∞

Fu(ξu) =
8

1 + ξu
; u = N , (64)

lim
Ξu→+∞

(νu)mas = +∞ ; u = N , (65)

lim
Ξu→+∞

(νu)sel = 36 ; u = N , (66)

lim
η→+∞

w(int)(η) = − 64
(y† − 1)3

[
(y†)2 − 1− 2y† ln y†

]

y† 6= 1 , (67a)

lim
η→+∞

w(int)(η) = −64
3

; y† = 1 , (67b)

lim
η→+∞

w(ext)(η) = − 64
(y† − 1)2

[
y† + 1
y† − 1

ln y† − 2
]

;

y† 6= 1 , (68a)

lim
η→+∞

w(ext)(η) = −32
3

; y† = 1 , (68b)
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Fig. 10. Macroisothermal curves ( /Xp = Xp/Xpc vs. /XV = XV/XVc) related to IHN/INH (left panels)
and AHN/ANH (right panels) macrogases respectively for different values of scaled truncation radii (Ξi,Ξj)
labelled on each panel. Macroisothermal curves (from bottom to top) correspond to /XT = XT/XTc = 0.90,
0.95, 1.00, 1.05, 1.10, 1.15. The limit (Ξi,Ξj) → (+∞,+∞) makes only little changes.

where the self potential-energy profile factor remains
finite, although the mass profile factor undergoes a
logarithmic divergence. Similarly, Eqs. (62)-(63) re-
duce to:

lim
η→+∞

w(int)(η) = − 64y†

(y† − 1)2

[
y† + 1
y† − 1

ln y† − 2
]

;

y† 6= 1 , (69a)

lim
η→+∞

w(int)(η) = −32
3

; y† = 1 , (69b)

lim
η→+∞

w(ext)(η) = − 64
(y† − 1)3

[
(y†)2 − 1− 2y† ln y†

]

y† 6= 1 , (70a)

lim
η→+∞

w(ext)(η) = −64
3

; y† = 1 , (70b)

where Ξi = ΞN , Ξj = ΞH while the contrary
holds with regard to Eqs. (67)-(68). Using Eq. (24),
Eqs. (46)-(47), Eqs. (51)-(52), and Eqs. (58)-(70) the
actual HN (AHN) and NH (ANH) macrogas equation
of state in the special situation under discussion, is
obtained from the particularization of Eqs. (30) to
the case of interest.

The ideal situation, where the interaction
terms are omitted, is obtained using Eqs. (32) instead
of Eq. (30). More specifically, the ideal HN (IHN)
and NH (INH) macrogas equation of state is ob-
tained from the combination of Eq. (30e), Eq. (32b),
Eqs. (46)-(47) and Eqs. (58)-(59). The result is:

Xp =
1
3

4 + ΞH

ΞH

× [(1 + ΞN ) ln(1 + ΞN )− ΞN ]2

ΞN (2 + ΞN )− 2(1 + ΞN ) ln(1 + ΞN )
XT

XV
, (71)
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which represents a hyperbola with different axes for
fixed XT. In the limit of infinite extension Ξ → +∞
both the left and right-hand side of Eq. (71) diverge
but a different equation of state may be derived start-
ing from Eq. (30d) and Eq. (32a), following a similar
procedure. The result is:

X†
p =

1
3

Ξ3
H(4 + ΞH)
(1 + ΞH)4

× (1 + ΞN )2

ΞN (2 + ΞN )− 2(1 + ΞN ) ln(1 + ΞN )
X†

T

X†
V

, (72)

which also represents a hyperbola with different axes
for fixed X†

T.
Macroisothermal curves ( /Xp = Xp/Xpc vs.

/XV = XV/XVc) related to IHN/INH (tidal poten-
tial energy excluded) and AHN/ANH (tidal potential
energy included) macrogases, are plotted in Fig. 10,
left and right panels, for different values of scaled
truncation radii (Ξi,Ξj) labelled on each panel, and
same values of the reduced macrotemperature /XT =
XT/XTc = 0.90, 0.95, 1.00, 1.05, 1.10, 1.15, from
bottom to top.

Fig. 11. AHN/ANH macroisothermal curves ( /Xp = Xp/Xpc vs. /XV = XV/XVc) for different choices
of scaled truncation radii (Ξi, Ξj) labelled on each panel. Macroisothermal curves (from bottom to top)
correspond to /XT = XT/XTc = 0.90, 0.95, 1.00, 1.05, 1.10, 1.15. The limit (Ξi, Ξj) → (+∞, +∞) makes
only little changes. RHN/RNH macroisothermal curves, when different from their AHN/ANH counterparts,
lie within the larger reversed bell-shaped region in each panel. The loci of intersections between AHN/ANH
and RHN/RNH macroisothermal curves are represented as trifid curves, where the left branch corresponds to
/XVA , the right branch to /XVE , and the middle branch to /XVC . The critical point is the common origin. The
loci of AHN/ANH macroisothermal curve extremum points are represented as dotted curves starting from
the critical point, where the left branch corresponds to minimum points and the right branch to maximum
points.
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The limit (Ξi,Ξj) → (+∞,+∞) makes only
little changes. Owing to Eq. (22a) and Eq. (31),
X†

V = XVy†/y and X†
p = Xp(m†/m)2, which im-

plies /X†
V = /XV and /X†

p = /Xp. The comparison
with ideal and VDW gases plotted in Fig. 1, shows
a similar but reversed trend. More specifically, ex-
tremum points occur above instead of below the crit-
ical macroisothermal curve. A complete analogy can
be obtained using the transformations, XV → 1/XV,
Xp → 1/Xp, XT → 1/XT.

The existence of a phase transition moving
along a selected macroisothermal curve, where the
path is a horizontal line instead of a curve including
the extremum points, must necessarily be assumed as
a working hypothesis due to analogy between VDW
isothermal curves and AHN/ANH macroisothermal
curves. As in the case of UU macrogases, AHN/ANH
macroisothermal curves must be numerically deter-
mined following the same procedure outlined in Sub-
section 3.1. The loci of AHN/ANH macroisothermal
curves plotted in Fig. 10 (right panels), are repre-
sented in Fig. 11.

The loci of intersections between AHN/ANH
and real HN/NH (RHN/RNH) macroisothermal
curves are represented in Fig. 11 as trifid curves,
where the left branch corresponds to /XVA , the right
branch to /XVE , and the middle branch to /XVC . The
critical point is the common starting point. The
loci of AHN/ANH macroisothermal curve extremum
points are represented in Fig. 11 as dotted curves
starting from the critical point where the left branch
corresponds to minimum points and the right branch
to maximum points. The RHN/RNH macroisother-
mal curves, when different from their AHN/ANH
counterparts, lie within the larger bell-shaped re-
gions. The limit (Ξi,Ξj) → (+∞, +∞) makes only
little changes. Values of parameters, /XT, /XVA , /XVB ,
/XVC , /XVD , /XVE , /XpB , /XpC , /XpD , are listed in Ta-
ble 3 within the range 1.00 < /XT ≤ 1.15 using a
step ∆ /XT = 0.01 in the limit (Ξi, Ξj) → (+∞,+∞).
The AHN/ANH macroisothermal curves are plotted
in Fig. 12 for scaled truncation radii (Ξi, Ξj) as in
Fig. 11, with regard to the special case /XT = 1.15.
The limit (Ξi, Ξj) → (+∞,+∞) makes only little
changes, as shown by comparison with the dashed
curve.

Fig. 12. AHN/ANH macroisothermal curves ( /Xp = Xp/Xpc vs. /XV = XV/XVc) for scaled truncation radii
(Ξi, Ξj) as in Fig. 11, with regard to the special case /XT = XT/XTc = 1.15. The limit (Ξi,Ξj) → (+∞,+∞)
makes only little changes, as shown by comparison with the dashed curve.
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Table 3. Values of parameters /XT, /XVA , /XVB , /XVC , /XVD , /XVE , /XpB , /XpC , /XpD within the range 1.01 ≤
/XT ≤ 1.15 using a step ∆ /XT = 0.01. All values equal unity at the critical point. Results are related to
infinitely extended configurations (Ξi, Ξj) → (+∞,+∞). Index captions: A, C, E - intersections between
AHN/ANH and RHN/RNH macroisothermal curves; B - extremum point of minimum; D - extremum point
of maximum. Extremum points are related to AHN/ANH macroisothermal curves while their RHN/RNH
counterparts are flat within the range /XVA ≤ /XV ≤ /XVE . For aesthetical reasons, 01 on head columns stands
for unity.

/XT 10 /XVA 10 /XVB 10 /XVC 01 /XVD 01 /XVE 01 /XpB 01 /XpC 01 /XpD

1.01 8.4036 9.0357 9.9949 1.0976 1.1768 1.1085 1.0186 1.0187
1.02 7.8103 8.6548 9.9935 1.1372 1.2535 1.0370 1.0374 1.0377
1.03 7.3771 8.3678 9.9918 1.1675 1.3139 1.0555 1.0563 1.0570
1.04 7.0273 8.1303 9.9903 1.1929 1.3656 1.0742 1.0754 1.0764
1.05 6.7309 7.9247 9.9888 1.2151 1.4118 1.0929 1.0947 1.0961
1.06 6.4724 7.7420 9.9874 1.2347 1.4540 1.1118 1.1142 1.1159
1.07 6.2427 7.5768 9.9859 1.2527 1.4930 1.1307 1.1338 1.1360
1.08 6.0356 7.4256 9.9844 1.2694 1.5295 1.1498 1.1535 1.1562
1.09 5.8488 7.2872 9.9830 1.2845 1.5637 1.1687 1.1733 1.1765
1.10 5.6738 7.1558 9.9815 1.2991 1.5967 1.1881 1.1936 1.1974
1.11 5.5137 7.0340 9.9797 1.3126 1.6279 1.2074 1.2139 1.2182
1.12 5.3647 6.9194 9.9785 1.3254 1.6577 1.2269 1.2343 1.2392
1.13 5.2256 6.8111 9.9770 1.3376 1.6864 1.2464 1.2549 1.2605
1.14 5.0952 6.7084 9.9754 1.3491 1.7139 1.2661 1.2757 1.2819
1.15 4.9726 6.6108 9.9737 1.3601 1.7406 1.2858 1.2967 1.3035

Table 4. Values of the scaling fractional mass m†, the fractional mass m, the scaling fractional radius
y†, the fractional truncation radius y, and the fractional energy φ, related to the critical point i.e. the
horizontal inflexion point on the critical macroisothermal curve, for selected scaled truncation radii, (Ξi, Ξj),
of HN/NH density profiles. In absence of truncation radius (Ξi, Ξj) → (+∞, +∞) the results are independent
of y/y† = Ξj/Ξi.

(Ξi,Ξj) m† m y† y ϕ
(05,05) 02.57 03.54 1.01 1.01 03.66
(05,10) 04.41 09.45 1.04 2.08 09.16
(05,20) 05.14 15.47 1.14 4.57 13.42
(10,05) 05.84 06.77 1.88 0.94 07.33
(10,10) 06.36 11.45 1.38 1.38 11.47
(10,20) 07.24 18.32 1.50 3.00 16.46
(20,05) 09.40 09.93 2.13 0.53 11.30
(20,10) 08.44 13.85 1.92 0.96 14.35
(20,20) 09.10 20.99 1.75 1.75 19.49
(∞,∞) 12.40 +∞ 2.06 . . . 35.82

Values of parameters m†, m, y†, y, φ, related
to the critical macroisothermal curve, for selected
scaled truncation radii (Ξi, Ξj) are listed in Table 4.

A better method has been used with respect to
an earlier attempt (CV08) yielding improved results
with the occurrence of the critical macroisothermal
curve in all cases. In absence of truncation radius
(Ξi, Ξj) → (+∞, +∞) small differences appear in
the results probably due to (i) the divergence of the
fractional mass, m → +∞, as ΞN → +∞, and (ii)
numerical calculations have been performed taking
Ξ >∼ 1010. Related results listed in Table 4 may be
considered as weighted means.

4. APPLICATION TO
ELLIPTICAL GALAXIES

The luminosity-weighted second moment of
the line-of-sight velocity distribution within the half-
light radius has recently been determined for sam-
ples of early-type galaxies, using integral-field spec-
troscopy such as SAURON (S IV; SX). Compared to
the central velocity dispersion, which was sometimes
used before, the above mentioned quantity has the
advantage of being only weakly dependent on the
details of the aperture used. In addition, it is an
approximation to the second velocity moment
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Table 5. Data related to a sample (N = 16) of elliptical galaxies extracted from larger samples of early-
type galaxies investigated within the SAURON project (S IV, N = 25; S X, N = 48), which are used in the
current paper. Column captions: (1) NGC number; (2) effective (half-light) radius, Re, measured in the I
band (S IV); (3) ratio between maximum radius, Rmax, and effective radius, Re (S IV); (4) total observed I
band galaxy magnitude (S IV); (5) mass-luminosity ratio of the stellar population (S IV); (6) galaxy distance
modulus (hats avoid confusion with the fractional mass, m, and the total mass, M) (S IV); (7) luminosity-
weighted average ellipticity, ê⊥, on a plane perpendicular to the line of sight (S X); (8) luminosity-weighted
squared mean velocity component, parallel to the line of sight (S X); (9) luminosity-weighted squared velocity
dispersion, parallel to the line of sight (SX); (10) ratio between the square root luminosity-weighted squared
mean velocity component and dispersion velocity component parallel to the line of sight (SX); (11) kinematic
classification (F - fast rotator; S - slow rotator) (S X). For further details refer to the text.

NGC Re
Rmax
Re

IT
Mi

L m̂− M̂ < ê⊥ > < ṽ2
‖ >

1
2 < σ2

‖ >
1
2

<ṽ2
‖>

1
2

<σ2
‖>

1
2

KC

(arcsec) (mag) (I band) (mag) (km/s) (km/s)
0821 039.0 0.62 09.47 2.60 31.85 0.40 048 182 0.26 F
2974 024.0 1.04 09.43 2.34 31.60 0.37 127 180 0.70 F
3377 038.0 0.53 08.98 1.75 30.19 0.46 057 117 0.49 F
3379 042.0 0.67 08.03 3.08 30.06 0.08 028 198 0.14 F
3608 041.0 0.49 09.40 2.57 31.74 0.18 008 179 0.05 S
4278 032.0 0.82 08.83 3.05 30.97 0.12 044 228 0.19 F
4374 071.0 0.43 07.69 3.08 31.26 0.15 007 282 0.03 S
4458 027.0 0.74 10.68 2.27 31.12 0.12 010 084 0.12 S
4473 027.0 0.92 08.94 2.88 30.92 0.41 041 188 0.22 F
4486 105.0 0.29 07.23 3.33 30.97 0.04 007 306 0.02 S
4552 032.0 0.63 08.54 3.35 30.87 0.04 013 257 0.05 S
4621 046.0 0.56 08.41 3.12 31.25 0.34 052 207 0.23 F
4660 011.0 1.83 09.96 2.96 30.48 0.44 079 163 0.49 F
5813 052.0 0.53 09.12 2.97 32.48 0.15 032 223 0.14 S
5845 004.6 4.45 11.10 2.96 32.01 0.35 081 226 0.36 F
5846 081.0 0.29 08.41 3.33 31.92 0.07 007 240 0.03 S

which appears in the virial equations (e.g. Binney
and Tremaine 1987, Chap. 4, §4.3). In other words,
it may be conceived as a rms mass-weighted veloc-
ity, with a weak dependence on the features of the
orbital distribution. For further details refer to the
parent papers (S IV; SX).

An application of the current model to
SAURON sample objects can be performed along
the following steps: (i) Select SAURON data of in-
terest; (ii) Calculate parameters appearing in the
virial equations; (iii) Make a correspondence between
model galaxies and sample obiects; (iv) Represent
model galaxies as points on the (O /XV /Xp) plane.

4.1. Data selection

The sample used (CV08, N = 16) is made
of elliptical galaxies extracted from richer samples of
early-type galaxies investigated within the SAURON
project (S IV, N = 25; S X, N = 48). The selection
has been restricted to elliptical galaxies common to
the above mentioned samples for two main reasons,
namely (i) the current model best applies to ellipti-
cal galaxies and their hosting haloes, and (ii) some
physical parameters of interest are listed in either
S IV or S X. The whole data set needed for the appli-

cation is shown in Table 5. For further details refer to
the parent papers (S IV, columns 2-6; SX, columns
7-11).

Values to be actually used in the applica-
tion are related to: the effective (half-light) radius,
Re (S IV); the total observed I band galaxy mag-
nitude IT (S IV); the mass-luminosity ratio of the
stellar population, Mi/L (S IV); the galaxy distance
modulus, m̂ − M̂ (hats avoid confusion with the
fractional mass, m = Mj/Mi, and the total mass
M = Mi + Mj) (S IV); the luminosity-weighted av-
erage ellipticity ê⊥ on a plane perpendicular to the
line of sight, within either an isophote enclosing an
area Â = πR2

e, or the largest isophote fully contained
within the SAURON field, whichever is smaller (S X);
the luminosity-weighted squared mean velocity com-
ponent parallel to the line of sight, within either an
ellipse of area Â, ellipticity ê⊥, and related position
angle, or the largest similar ellipse fully contained
within the SAURON field, whichever is smaller (S X);
the luminosity-weighted squared velocity dispersion
parallel to the line of sight within either an ellipse of
area Â, ellipticity ê⊥, and related position angle, or
the largest similar ellipse fully contained within the
SAURON field, whichever is smaller (S X).
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Parameters listed to gain further insight even
if not used in the application are: the ratio between
the maximum radius Rmax sampled by the kine-
matical observations, and effective radius Re (S IV);
the ratio between square root luminosity-weighted
squared mean velocity component and dispersion ve-
locity component parallel to the line of sight (S X);
the kinematic classification (F - fast rotator; S - slow
rotator) (S X).

For further details refer to the parent papers
(S IV; S X) and an earlier attempt (Binney 2005).

4.2. Determination of model parameters

With regard to the stellar subsystem,
two model parameters can directly be in-
ferred from the data (CV08). More specifi-
cally, stellar masses are deduced from luminosi-
ties and mass-luminosity ratios (in I band) as
Mi/M10 = (L/L¯)[(Mi/L)/(1010m¯/L¯)]; L/L¯ =
exp10{−0.4[IT − (m̂ − M̂) − 4.11]}; and scaling
radii are calculated from effective radii (in arc-
sec) and distances, as r†i /kpc = (Re/kpc)/1.81;
Re/kpc = [(Re/arcsec)(d/Mpc)]/206.265; d/Mpc
= exp10[(m̂− M̂)/5− 5]; the factor 1.81 is related to
an assumed H density profile for the inner subsys-
tem, and the factor 206.265 is related to the choice
of measure units (CV08). For further details refer to
the parent paper (S IV).

Two additional parameters can be inferred by
fitting the data with dynamical models. More specif-
ically, the inclination angle i is deduced from the
best fitting two-integral Jeans model (S IV), and the
anisotropy parameter δ is determined from the solu-
tion of the dynamical models supposed to be axisym-
metric (S X). In fact, fast rotators show evidence of
large anisotropy and axial symmetry while slow ro-
tators appear to be nearly isotropic and moderately
triaxial. For further details refer to the parent paper
(S X).

The intrinsic axis ratio ε is deduced from the
computed inclination under the assumption of ax-
isymmetric configurations (S X) using the relation
(Binney and Tremaine 1987, Chap. 4, §4.3):

1− ε2 =
1− ε2obs

sin2 i
, (73)

where εobs is the observed axis ratio related to an
inclination angle i between the symmetry axis and
the line of sight (i = 90◦ for edge-on configurations).

The mass-weighted mean square velocity com-
ponent and dispersion velocity component parallel
to the line of sight, for a galaxy observed (obs) at
an inclination angle i under the assumption of ax-
isymmetric (a1 = a2) and isotropic on the equatorial
plane (σ11 = σ22) configurations (S X), are related
to their edge-on (edo) counterparts as (Binney and
Tremaine 1987, Chap. 4, §4.3):

[< ṽ2
‖ >1/2]obs = [< ṽ2

‖ >1/2]edo sin i , (74)

[< σ2
‖ >1/2]obs = [< σ2

‖ >1/2]edo(1− δ cos2 i)1/2, (75)

and the intrinsic mean rotational velocity and veloc-
ity dispersion are expressed as:

< ṽφφ
2

>1/2=
√

2[< ṽ2
‖ >1/2]edo

=
√

2
sin i

[< ṽ2
‖ >1/2]obs , (76)

< σ2 >1/2 = (< σ2
11 > + < σ2

22 > + < σ2
33 >)1/2

= {2[< σ2
‖ >]edo + (1− δ)[< σ2

‖ >]edo}1/2

= (3− δ)1/2[< σ2
‖ >1/2]edo =

=
(

3− δ

1− δ cos2 i

)1/2

[< σ2
‖ >1/2]obs , (77)

in terms of observed quantities, where:

δ = 1− < σ2
33 >

< σ2
11 >

= 1− < σ2
33 >

< σ2
22 >

, (78)

by definition (e.g. Binney 2005).

4.3. Model galaxies vs. sample objects

The kinetic energy of the stellar subsystem is:

(Ei)kin =
1
2
Mi

{
< (ṽφφ)2i > + < σ2

i >
}

, (79)

and the combination of Eq. (15), Eqs. (20)-(21),
Eqs. (23)-(24), and Eq. (79) yields:

Mi

{
< (ṽφφ)2i > + < σ2

i >
}

=
(νi)sel

[(νi)mas]2
G(Mi)2

(a†i )1
B +

(νij)tid
[(νi)mas]2

G(Mi)2

(ai†)1 B , (80)

which, after some algebra, takes the form:

< σ2
i > (a†i )1
GMi

1
B

{
< (ṽφφ)2i >

< σ2
i >

+ 1
}

=
(νi)sel + (νij)tid

[(νi)mas]2
, (81)

where, for an inner H density profile, the scaling ra-
dius r†i = (a†i )1 may be chosen as:

r†i =
Re

1.81
; Mi(r

†
i ) =

1
4
Mi ; Mi(Re) =

1
2
Mi , (82)

and the shape factor B reads (e.g. Chandrasekhar
1969, Chap. 3 §§17, 22, Caimmi 2009):

B = 2
arcsin

√
1− ε2√

1− ε2

= 2
arcsin

√
1− (1− < ê⊥ >)2

sin i√
1− (1− < ê⊥ >)2

sin i

, (83)
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for axisymmetric configurations where the last equal-
ity is due to Eq. (73) and the definition of ellipticity
is ê = 1− ε.

The combination of Eqs. (76)-(77), Eq. (79),
and Eqs. (81)-(82) yields:

[< σ2
‖ >]obs

2GMi(Re)
Re

1.81
1
B

×
{

2
sin2 i

[< ṽ2
‖ >]obs

[< σ2
‖ >]obs

+
3− δ

1− δ cos2 i

}
= cij , (84a)

cij =
(νi)sel + (νij)tid

[(νi)mas]2
, (84b)

where the left-hand side of Eq. (84a) is expressed in
terms of quantities which are deduced from either ob-
servations or fitting with dynamic models, and then
may be determined for an assigned sample object.
Conversely, the right-hand side of Eq. (84a) depends
on the selected density profiles, and then may be de-
termined for an assigned model galaxy. In this view,
Eq. (84a) may be read as a correspondence between
sample objects (left) and model galaxies (right).

The dimensionless energy cij , defined by
Eq. (84b), depends on four variables via Eqs. (20)-
(25): the scaled truncation radii, Ξi, Ξj , the frac-
tional mass m† (or m), and the fractional radius y†
(or y).

4.4. Model galaxies on the (O /XV /Xp) plane

For assigned density profiles and scaled trun-
cation radii Ξi, Ξj two unknowns remain: the frac-
tional mass m† (or m) and the fractional radius y†
(or y). The combination of Eq. (24a) and Eq. (84b)
yields:

w(ext)(η) =
8
9

1
m†

{
(νi)sel − cij [(νi)mas]2

}
, (85)

where the function w(ext) depends on Ξi and y†, con-
formably to Eq. (20c), Eq. (24d), and Eq. (25b). In
the case under discussion, Eq. (85) may be conceived
as a link between the unknowns m† and y†. At this
stage, one additional relation is needed (CV08).

The mere existence of a fundamental plane
(Djorgovski and Davis 1987, Dressler et al. 1987) in-
dicates that structural properties in elliptical galax-
ies span a narrow range, suggesting that some self-
regulating mechanism must be at work during for-
mation and evolution. In particular, projected light
profiles from elliptical galaxies exhibit large degree
of homogeneity and may well be fitted by the r1/4

de Vaucouleurs law. Accordingly, a narrow range
may safely be expected also for fractional masses of
elliptical galaxies and the assumption m = const ap-
pears to be a viable approximation. This is the rea-
son for which the sample used (N = 16) is made of
only elliptical galaxies extracted from larger samples
(N = 25; N = 48) of early-type galaxies investigated
within the SAURON project (S IV; S X).

Then, the fractional radius y† (or y) remains
as the sole unknown which can be determined by
solving Eq. (85) with numerical techniques. If no so-
lution exists, no model galaxy corresponds to the se-
lected sample object or, in other words, the related
density profiles provide no fit to the data and some
input value has to be changed.

Values of parameters needed for representing
model galaxies on the (O /XV /Xp) plane are listed in
Table 5: the galaxy stellar mass Mi; the galaxy scal-
ing radius r†i ; the inclination angle i, of the best fit-
ting two-integral Jeans model (S IV); the anisotropy
parameter δ, determined from the solution of the dy-
namic models, supposed to be axisymmetric (a1 =
a2) and isotropic on the equatorial plane (σ11 = σ22)
(SX); the intrinsic axis ratio ε, deduced from the
computed inclination, under the assumption of ax-
isymmetric configurations (S X); the dimensionless
energy cij , defined by Eqs. (84). The kinematic clas-
sification is listed again to get more insight.

The galaxy stellar mass within the effective
radius is calculated as:

Mi

M10
=

L

L¯
Mi/L

1010m¯/L¯
, (86a)

L

L¯
= exp10{−0.4[IT − (m̂− M̂)− 4.11]} ,(86b)

and the galaxy effective radius is calculated as:

Re

kpc
=

Re

arcsec
1

206.265
d

Mpc
, (87a)

d

Mpc
= exp10

[
m̂− M̂

5
− 5

]
, (87b)

where the factor 206.265 is related to the choice of
measure units. For further details refer to an earlier
attempt (CV08).

The values of the reduced variables /XV, /Xp,
/XT are determined via Eq. (27) and Eq. (30e). Both
HH and HN macrogases have been considered for
the following values of parameters. Scaled trunca-
tion radii (both finite or infinite): (Ξi, Ξj) = (ki, kj);
ki = 5, 10, 20,+∞; kj = 5, 10, 20, +∞. Fractional
masses: m = 10, 20. Under the working hypothesis
of an analogy between VDW gases and macrogases,
the (O /XV /Xp) plane may be divided into three parts:
(i) a reversed bell-shaped region where two phases,
gas and stars, coexist and the lower point coincides
with the critical point (hereafter quoted as the GS
region); (ii) a region limited by the left boundary of
the reversed bell-shaped region and the rising side
of the critical macroisothermal curve, both branch-
ing off from the critical point where only stars are
present (hereafter quoted as the S region); (iii) a re-
gion limited by the right boundary of the reversed
bell-shaped region and the rising side of the critical
macroisothermal curve, both branching off from the
critical point, and the coordinate axes, where only
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Table 6. Parameters calculated from the data listed in Table 5 for a sample (N = 16) of elliptical galaxies
extracted from larger samples of early-type galaxies investigated within the SAURON project (S IV, N = 25;
S X, N = 48) which are used in the current paper. Column captions: (1) NGC number; (2) Galaxy stellar
mass deduced from luminosities and mass-luminosity ratios (in I band) (S IV); (3) Galaxy scaling radius
(CV08); (4) Inclination angle of the best fitting two-integral Jeans model (S IV); (5) Anisotropy parameter,
determined from the solution of the dynamic models, supposed to be axisymmetric (S X); (6) Intrinsic axis
ratio, deduced from the computed inclination, under the assumption of axisymmetric configurations (S X);
(7) Dimensionless energy; (8) Kinematic classification (F - fast rotator; S - slow rotator) (S X). For further
details refer to the text.

NGC Mi r†i i δi εi cij KC
(M10) (kpc) (◦)

0821 10.26 2.45 90 0.20 0.60 0.23 F
2974 07.61 1.34 57 0.24 0.38 0.23 F
3377 02.35 1.11 90 0.25 0.54 0.20 F
3379 08.80 1.16 90 0.03 0.92 0.18 F
3608 09.77 2.45 90 0.13 0.82 0.25 S
4278 09.64 1.34 45 0.18 0.74 0.25 F
4374 36.35 3.40 90 0.08 0.85 0.24 S
4458 01.50 1.21 90 0.09 0.88 0.19 S
4473 07.86 1.10 73 0.34 0.54 0.14 F
4486 45.97 4.40 90 0.00 0.96 0.31 S
4552 12.62 1.28 90 0.02 0.96 0.23 S
4621 18.80 2.19 90 0.18 0.66 0.15 F
4660 02.11 0.37 70 0.30 0.47 0.15 F
5813 28.89 4.36 90 0.08 0.85 0.25 S
5845 03.02 0.31 90 0.15 0.65 0.17 F
5846 37.19 5.25 90 0.01 0.93 0.28 S

gas is present (hereafter quoted as the G region). If
the density profiles are only slightly affected in time,
the evolution of a galaxy on the (O /XV /Xp) plane is
represented by a track starting from the G region
and ending within the GS or the S region. The crit-
ical point is the sole which is common to the three
regions.

The position of a model galaxy on the
(O /XV /Xp) plane is affected by errors of different kind,
due to: (1) scatter around mean values listed in Ta-
ble 5; (2) scatter in fitting observed to model den-
sity profiles; (3) uncertainty on the determination of
the critical point. The third contribution may safely
be neglected with respect to the other ones. Values
related to the first contribution are not completely
found in literature (to the knowledge of the author).
The second contribution could be determined using
fitting procedures, provided light distributions are
available and light traces stellar mass in elliptical
galaxies. In summary, error calculation on the posi-
tion of sample objects on the (O /XV /Xp) plane would
be cumbersome and, perhaps, of little meaning.

A notable simplification can be attained if
model galaxies instead of sample objects are con-
sidered in dealing with only errors of the first kind
mentioned above. For a fixed fractional mass m, the
uncertainty on /Xp = (m/mc)2 is negligible with re-
spect to /XV = yc/y which is determined by solving
Eq. (84a) for assigned density profiles. The combi-
nation of Eqs. (82)-(83), and Eq. (84b) yields an ex-
pression of the dimensionless energy cij , in terms of

observables listed in Table 5, as:

cij =
1

1163.335
1
G

ζ4

ζ5
exp10[0.4ζ6 − 0.2ζ7 − 6.644]

× [1− (1− ζ1)2]1/2/ sin i

arcsin{[1− (1− ζ1)2]1/2/ sin i}

×
{

2ζ2
2

sin2 i
+

(3− δ)ζ2
3

1− δ cos2 i

}
, (88a)

ζ1 =< ê⊥ > ; ζ2 =
[
< ṽ2

‖ >1/2
]
obs

;

ζ3 =
[
< σ2

‖ >1/2
]
obs

; ζ4 =
Re

arcsec
;

ζ5 =
Mi/Li

1010m¯/L¯
; ζ6 = IT ; ζ7 = m̂− M̂ , (88b)

where some symbols have been changed to gain sim-
plicity. An inspection of Eq. (88a) shows that the
dimensionless energy cij is monotonically increasing
with increasing ζ4, ζ6, ζ2, ζ3, and decreasing ζ5, ζ7;
and vice versa. Establishing the trend with the re-
maining variables ζ1, i, δ demands further consider-
ations.

The function B(ε) defined by Eq. (83), is
monotonically decreasing in the domain 0 ≤ ε ≤ 1
where π = B(0) ≥ B(ε) ≥ B(1) = 2. Accord-
ingly, B(ε) is monotonically decreasing with decreas-
ing ζ1 =< ê⊥ > and/or decreasing i, and vice versa.
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With regard to the anisotropy parameter δ,
the following identity holds:

3− δ

1− δ cos2 i
=

[
cos2 i +

sin2 i− 2 cos2 i

3− δ

]−1

, (89)

and the special inclination angle i0, which makes null
the fraction within brackets, is the solution of the
equation:

sin2 i0 − 2 cos2 i0 = 3 sin2 i0 − 2 = 0 , (90)

the result is:

sin i0 =

√
2
3

; i0 = 0.955 316 6 = 54.735 61◦ . (91)

Accordingly, the fraction on the left-hand side of
Eq. (89) is monotonically decreasing for increasing
δ in the range i0 < i ≤ π/2 and is monotonically
increasing for increasing δ in the range 0 ≤ i < i0
while no dependence on δ occurs in the special case

i = i0. Finally, Eq. (84a), Eq. (89), and Eq. (90) show
that the dimensionless energy cij , is monotonically
increasing or decreasing for increasing δ depending
on whether 0 ≤ i < i0 or i0 < i ≤ π/2, respectively,
and vice versa, while no dependence on δ occurs in
the special case i = i0.

The above results may be reduced to a single
relation as:
cij ∓∆cij

=
1

1163.335
1
G

ζ4 ∓∆ζ4

ζ5 ±∆ζ5

× exp10[0.4(ζ6 ∓∆ζ6)− 0.2(ζ7 ±∆ζ7)− 6.644]

× {1− [1− (ζ1 ±∆ζ1)]2}1/2/ sin(i±∆i)
arcsin{{1− [1− (ζ1 ±∆ζ1)]2}1/2/ sin(i±∆i)}

×
{

2(ζ2 ∓∆ζ2)2

sin2(i±∆i)
+

+
{3− [δ ± sgn(i− i0)∆δ]}(ζ3 ∓∆ζ3)2

1− [δ ± sgn(i− i0)∆δ] cos2(i±∆i)

}
, (92)

Fig. 13. Elliptical galaxies listed in Tables 5 and 6, modelled as HH macrogases for different choices of scaled
truncation radii Ξi, Ξj, and fractional mass m. The critical macroisothermal curve (left) and the boundary
of the GS region (right) are also plotted for each case. Symbol caption and line style: (Ξi,Ξj) = (10, 5) -
crosses, full; (10, 10) - asterisks, dotted; (10, 20) - diamonds, dashed; (20, 5) - triangles, dot-dashed; (20, 10)
- squares, long-short-dashed; (20, 20) - St. Andrew’s crosses, long-dashed; (+∞, +∞) - dots, full. Lower and
upper symbols of the same kind are related to m = 10, 20, respectively. The composite symbol marks the
critical point. Cases where Ξi = 5 make two galaxies unable to be modelled, and for this reason are not
considered.
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Fig. 14. Same as in Fig. 13 for scaled truncation radii (Ξi, Ξj) = (10, 10), (10, 20), (20, 10), (20, 20) from
top to bottom, and fractional mass m = 20 where model galaxies are distinguished according to whether their
parent sample object is classified as fast (squares) or slow (diamonds) rotator.

where upper and lower signs correspond to the lower
and upper cij value, respectively, and sgn is the
sign function defined as sgn(x) = x/|x|, x 6= 0;
sgn(0) = 0. It is worth emphasizing that Eq. (92)
makes an exact formulation of the uncertainty on
the dimensionless energy cij as defined by Eq. (84a).
On the contrary, standard linear and quadratic error
propagation formulae apply to any kind of functions
allowing Taylor series development, but are approx-
imate instead of being exact.

To the knowledge of the author, the part of
errors on the right-hand side of Eq. (92) is not avail-
able in literature. For the inclination angle i and the
anisotropy parameter δ the reason is in that they de-
pend on a reference dynamic model (S IV; SX) and
cannot be specified. The following values are found:
∆ζ4/ζ4 = 0.17 (S IV), 0.20 (S X); ∆ζ6/ζ6 = 0.13
(S IV); ∆ζ5/ζ5 = 0.10, strongly dependent on the
assumptions made (S IV); ∆ζ7 = 0.09 - 0.33, with
a value listed for each sample object (S IV). In this
view, it seems better starting from assigned values of
the dimensionless energy relative error ∆cij/cij and
numerically evaluate the related uncertainty on the

position of a selected model galaxy on the (O /XV /Xp)
plane, to visualize the trend.

4.5. Results

With regard to HH macrogases, model galax-
ies corresponding to sample objects listed in Ta-
bles 5 and 6 are represented on the (O /XV /Xp) plane
of Fig. 13 for different choices of scaled truncation
radii Ξi, Ξj and fractional mass m. The critical
macroisothermal curve (left) and the boundary of the
GS region (right) are also plotted for each case.

The critical point is marked by a composite
symbol. Two sample objects cannot be modelled for
low inner scaled truncation radii (Ξi = 5) and, for
this reason, related cases are not considered. Lower
and upper symbols of the same kind correspond to
m = 10, 20, respectively.

Under the working hypothesis of an analogy
between VDW gases and macrogases, modelled el-
liptical galaxies are expected to lie in the S region or
slightly outside the S region within the GS region at
most. An inspection of Fig. 13 shows the following:
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Fig. 15. Same as in Fig. 13 for different choices of scaled truncation radii (Ξi,Ξj) = (10, 10), (10, 20),
(20, 10), (20, 20), from top to bottom, and fractional masses m = 20 where dimensionless energies cij, defined
by Eq. (84a), are lowered to cij−∆cij (Greek crosses) and increased to cij +∆cij (St. Andrew’s crosses) with
respect to their original values (diamonds), by a factor equal to 5%, 10%, 15%, 20%, respectively. In the last
case, a sample object (NGC 4473) cannot be modelled for lowered values cij −∆cij, and (Ξi,Ξj) = (10, 10),
(10, 20).

(1) model galaxies with low fractional mass (m = 10)
and/or no truncation radii (Ξ → +∞) lie below the
critical macroisothermal curve in the G region, and
for this reason cannot be accepted; (2) about one
half of model galaxies with low outer scaled radii
(Ξj = 5) lie well inside the GS region and, for this
reason, cannot be accepted; (3) more than one half of
model galaxies with larger scaled radii (Ξi = 10, 20;
Ξj = 10, 20) lie within the S region and, for this
reason, are accepted.

With regard to viable cases, the plot of Fig. 13
is repeated in Fig. 14, where model galaxies are dis-
tinguished according to whether their parent sample
object is a fast (squares) or a slow (diamonds) rota-
tor.

The related scaled truncation radii (from top
to bottom) are (Ξi,Ξj) = (10, 10), (10, 20), (20, 10),
(20, 20) and the fractional mass is m = 20. The
curves are as in Fig. 13.

Restricting to viable cases, the plot of Fig. 13
is repeated in Fig. 15 where the effect of assigned
errors in dimensionless energy ∆cij/cij = 5%, 10%,
15%, 20%, labelled on each panel, on model galaxies,
is represented.

More specifically, the position of model galax-
ies is marked by diamonds, and the change due to
lowered (cij−∆cij) and increased (cij +∆cij) dimen-
sionless energy, is marked by Greek and St. Andrew’s
crosses, respectively. Scaled truncation radii are,
from top to bottom, (Ξi, Ξj) = (10, 10), (10, 20),
(20, 10), (20, 20), and the fractional mass is m = 20
in all cases. In the special cases (Ξi, Ξj) = (10, 10),
(10, 20), and ∆cij/cij = 20%, a sample object (NGC
4473) cannot be modelled for lowered dimensionless
energies cij−∆cij . In general, lowered and increased
dimensionless energies cij make model galaxies shift
to the left and to the right, respectively, from their
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Fig. 16. Elliptical galaxies listed in Tables 5 and 6, modelled as HN/NH macrogases for different choices
of scaled truncation radii Ξi, Ξj and fractional mass m. The critical macroisothermal curve (left) and the
boundary of the GS region (right) are also plotted for each case. Symbol caption and line style: (Ξi, Ξj) =
(10, 5) - crosses, full; (10, 10) - asterisks, dotted; (10, 20) - diamonds, dashed; (20, 5) - triangles, dot-dashed;
(20, 10) - squares, long-short-dashed; (20, 20) - St. Andrew’s crosses, long-dashed. Lower and upper symbols
of the same kind are related to m = 10, 20, respectively. The composite symbol marks the critical point.
Cases where Ξi = 5 make two galaxies unable to be modelled and, for this reason, are not considered. The
same holds, to a larger extent, for cases (Ξi,Ξj) → (+∞, +∞) due to an infinite mass of the NFW density
profile.

position in the (O /XV /Xp) plane. Accordingly, a frac-
tion of model galaxies enter the G region and the GS
region, respectively, and the fit could be improved by
changing the input parameters Ξi, Ξj and m.

With regard to HN/NH macrogases, model
galaxies, corresponding to sample objects listed in
Tables 5 and 6 are represented in the (O /XV /Xp) plane
of Fig. 16 for different choices of scaled truncation
radii Ξi, Ξj and fractional mass m. The critical
macroisothermal curve (left) and the boundary of the
GS region (right) are also plotted for each case.

The critical point is marked by a compos-
ite symbol. Two sample objects cannot be mod-
elled for low inner scaled truncation radii (Ξi = 5)
and, for this reason, related cases are not consid-
ered. The same holds, to a larger extent, for cases
(Ξi, Ξj) → (+∞, +∞) due to an infinite mass of the

NFW density profile. Lower and upper symbols of
the same kind correspond to m = 10, 20, respec-
tively.

Under the working hypothesis of an analogy
between VDW gases and macrogases, modelled el-
liptical galaxies are expected to lie in the S region
or slightly outside the S region, within the GS re-
gion at most. An inspection of Fig. 16 shows the fol-
lowing: (1) model galaxies with low fractional mass
(m = 10) and/or large outer scaled truncation ra-
dius (Ξj = 20) lie (at least partially) below the crit-
ical macroisothermal curve in the G region and, for
this reason, the related cases cannot be accepted; (2)
more than one half of model galaxies with large frac-
tional mass (m = 20) and/or low outer scaled trun-
cation radius (Ξj = 5) lie well inside the GS region
and, for this reason, the related cases cannot
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Fig. 17. Same as in Fig. 16 for scaled truncation radii (Ξi, Ξj) = (10, 10), (10, 5), (20, 10) from top to
bottom, and fractional mass m = 20, Ξj = 10, and m = 10, Ξj = 5, where model galaxies are distinguished
according to whether their parent sample object is classified as fast (squares) or slow (diamonds) rotator.

be accepted; (3) more than one half of model galaxies
with large fractional mass (m = 20) and outer scaled
radius (Ξj = 10), or low fractional mass (m = 10)
and outer scaled radius (Ξj = 5) lie within the S
region and, for this reason, the related cases are ac-
cepted.

With regard to viable cases, the plot of Fig. 16
is repeated in Fig. 17, where model galaxies are dis-
tinguished according to whether their parent sample
object is a fast (squares) or a slow (diamonds) rota-
tor.

The related scaled truncation radii (from top
to bottom) are (Ξi, Ξj) = (10, 10), (10, 5), (20, 10),
and the fractional mass is m = 20 for Ξj = 10, and
m = 10 for Ξj = 5. The curves are as in Fig. 16.

Restricting to viable cases, the plot of Fig. 16
is repeated in Fig. 18 where the effect of assigned
errors in dimensionless energy ∆cij/cij = 5%, 10%,
15%, 20%, labelled on each panel, on model galaxies,
is represented.

More specifically, the position of model galax-
ies is marked by diamonds and the change due to
lowered (cij−∆cij) and increased (cij +∆cij) dimen-
sionless energy is marked by Greek and St. Andrew’s

crosses respectively. Scaled truncation radii and
fractional masses are (Ξi,Ξj ,m) = (10, 10, 20),
(10, 5, 10), (20, 10, 20), from top to bottom.

In the special case (Ξi, Ξj ,m) = (10, 5, 10) and
∆cij/cij = 20%, a sample object (NGC 4486) is out
of scale on the right for increased dimensionless en-
ergies, cij + ∆cij . In the special cases (Ξi,Ξj ,m) =
(10, 5, 10), (10, 10, 20), and ∆cij/cij = 20%, a sample
object (NGC 4473) cannot be modelled for lowered
dimensionless energies cij−∆cij . In general, lowered
and increased dimensionless energies cij make model
galaxies shift to the left and to the right, respectively,
from their position in the (O /XV /Xp) plane. Accord-
ingly, a fraction of model galaxies enter the G region
and the GS region respectively, and the fit could be
improved by changing the input parameters Ξi, Ξj

and m.

4.6. Discussion

Current cosmological models imply that large-
scale celestial bodies such as galaxies and clusters of
galaxies are embedded within nonbaryonic dark
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Fig. 18. Same as in Fig. 16 for different choices of scaled truncation radii and fractional masses,
(Ξi, Ξj ,m) = (10, 10, 20), (10, 5, 10), (20, 10, 20), from top to bottom, where dimensionless energies, cij,
defined by Eq. (84a), are lowered to cij − ∆cij (Greek crosses) and increased to cij + ∆cij (St. Andrew’s
crosses) with respect to their original values (diamonds), by a factor equal to 5%, 10%, 15%, 20%, respec-
tively. In the last case, a sample object (NGC 4473) cannot be modelled for lowered values, cij − ∆cij,
and (Ξi,Ξj ,m) = (10, 5, 10), (10, 10, 20), and a sample object (NGC 4486) is out of scale on the right for
increased values, cij + ∆cij, and (Ξi, Ξj , m) = (10, 5, 10).

haloes, and the two subsystems interact only via
gravitation. Accordingly, large-scale celestial bod-
ies can be modelled as macrogases where macrovol-
ume, macropressure, and macrotemperature can be
defined, and a counterpart of the VDW theory for
ordinary gases can be developed. Sufficiently steep
density profiles, as in HH and HN/NH macrogases,
show a similar trend with respect to VDW gases: the
macroisothermal curves are nonmonotonic with two
extremum points (one maximum and one minimum)
above a critical macrotemperature, and are mono-
tonic below a critical macrotemperature. The critical
macroisothermal curve is characterized by a single
extremum point where the maximum and the min-
imum coincide yielding a horizontal inflexion point.
On the other hand, sufficiently mild density profiles,
such as in UU and PP (CV08) macrogases, show only
nonmonotonic macroisothermal curves with two ex-

tremum points (one maximum and one minimum)
where no critical macroisothermal curve exists.

A generic macrogas equation of state is formu-
lated in terms of dimensionless variables normalized
to critical values (or conveniently chosen in absence
of the critical point). Similar to what has been done
in dealing with the reduced VDW equation for ordi-
nary gases (e.g. LL67, Chap.VIII, §85), the states of
two large-scale celestial bodies with equal /XV, /Xp,
/XT, or y, m, φ, for assigned scaled truncation radii
Ξi, Ξj , and belonging to the same family of macro-
gases, may be defined as corresponding states. The
mere existence of a macrogas equation of state yields
the following result:

Law of corresponding states. Given
two large-scale celestial bodies belonging to
the same family of macrogases with assigned
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scaled truncation radii Ξi, Ξj , the equality
of two out of three reduced variables /XV,
/Xp, /XT, or y, m, φ, implies the equality be-
tween the remaining related reduced variables
i.e. the two macrogases are in corresponding
states.

The law of corresponding states cannot be ex-
tended to macrogases with different scaled trunca-
tion radii as shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 12. A possible
explanation may be the following. Contrary to ordi-
nary gases, bounded by rigid walls which have no in-
fluence on the equation of state, macrogases are con-
fined by ”gravitational” walls appearing in the equa-
tion of state via the potential energy terms which, in
turn, depend on the scaled truncation radii.

Ordinary gases exhibit monotonic isothermal
curves where the central part of the related VDW
isothermal curve, including the extremum points,
is replaced by a horizontal line and a phase tran-
sition occurs therein. With regard to macrogases,
the existence of a phase transition and monotonic
macroisothermal curves of the kind considered, must
necessarily be assumed as a working hypothesis by
analogy with VDW gases. The phase transition
must be conceived between gas and stars, and the
(O /XV /Xp) plane may be divided into three parts: (i)
the G region, where only gas exists; (ii) the S region,
where only stars exist; (iii) the GS region, where
both gas and stars exist. In this view, model ellip-
tical galaxies are expected to lie within the S region
or slightly outside the boundary between the S and
the GS region at most.

It is the case for different models related to
both HH and HN/NH macrogases where accept-
able values of scaled truncation radii and fractional
masses are used as shown in Fig. 13 and Fig. 16. The
assumption of universal fractional mass for sample
objects is not a limit of the model, which equally
holds for assigning different fractional masses to dif-
ferent sample objects.

It can be seen from Fig. 14 and Fig. 17 that
fast rotators lie within the S region while slow ro-
tators are close (from both sides) to the boundary
between the S and the GS region. This dichotomy
could be interpreted by the different nature of the
two classes of sample objects. More specifically, fast
rotators seem consistent with elliptical galaxies with
disky isophotes, which experienced minor mergers
and accreted a significant amount of gas (S X) sud-
denly turned into stars. On the other hand, system-
atically more massive (with the exception of NGC
4458 and, marginally, NGC 3608, see Table 6) slow
rotators may be related to elliptical galaxies with
boxy isophotes, which experienced major gas-rich
mergers, or sequences of mergers, and regulation by
the feedback of a powerful central active galactic nu-
cleus (S X), in some cases allowing gas survival as
e.g., diffuse, still undetected interstellar medium.

Accordingly, in the (O /XV /Xp) plane, fast ro-
tators and a fraction of slow rotators are expected
to lie within the S region, and the remaining part
of slow rotators to be placed in the GS region, as
shown in Fig. 14 and Fig. 17. The following trend
is also exhibited: fast rotators are systematically to

the left with respect to slow rotators, with the ex-
ception of NGC 4458, which is the sole sample slow
rotator with low mass, possibly due to having ex-
perienced minor instead of major mergers. In this
view, NGC 4458 should be considered as a peculiar
fast rotator where low rotation rate could be due to
special configurations e.g. still undetected counter-
rotating components as observed in the disk of NGC
4450 (e.g. SX).

The reduced variable /XV = XV/XVc , via
Eq. (22b) and Eq. (30e), is proportional to the frac-
tional truncation radius 1/y = Ri/Rj . The above
mentioned dichotomy, exhibited by fast and slow ro-
tators in the (O /XV /Xp) plane, implies a larger frac-
tional truncation radius y = Rj/Ri for fast rota-
tors with respect to slow rotators. This result could
be interpreted as due to different formation mech-
anisms: minor mergers would produce larger con-
traction of the baryonic matter while major merg-
ers would make (possibly via active galactic nuclei)
smaller contraction of the baryonic matter yielding
a larger or smaller fractional radius, respectively.

5. CONCLUSION

In the current attempt, two-component large-
scale celestial bodies where the subsystems inter-
act only via gravitation, are conceived as macro-
gases bounded by ”gravitational” walls. The macro-
gas equation of state is formulated in terms of
macrovolume, macropressure, and macrotempera-
ture, which are dimensionless variables. For suffi-
ciently steep density profiles, which fit to observed
elliptical galaxies (or more generally, spheroid com-
ponents) and to simulated nonbaryonic dark mat-
ter haloes, macroisothermal curves on the (O /XV /Xp)
plane show an analogy with VDW isothermal curves
exhibited by VDW gases. More specifically, a crit-
ical macroisothermal curve exists, below and above
which the macroisothermal curves are monotonic and
nonmonotonic (with two extremum points, one max-
imum and one minimum) respectively. The critical
macroisothermal curve is characterized by a single
extremum point (a horizontal inflexion point) which
is the critical point.

Contrary to ordinary gases, macrogases can-
not be tested in laboratory and, for this reason, a
working hypothesis is inescapable. By analogy with
ordinary gases, real macroisothermal curves are sup-
posed to occur instead of their theoretical counter-
parts (deduced from the macrogas equation of state),
where the central part, containing the extremum
points, is replaced by a horizontal line along which
a phase transition takes place. The intersection be-
tween a selected theoretical macroisothermal curve
and its real counterpart yields two regions of equal
area. The phase transition is assumed to be gas-stars
instead of vapour-liquid as in ordinary gases. Ac-
cordingly, the first quadrant of the (O /XV /Xp) plane
is divided into three parts, namely: (i) the G region,
where only gas exists; (ii) the S region, where only
stars exist; (iii) the GS region, where both gas and
stars exist.
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For selected density profiles and scaled trun-
cation radii Ξi Ξj , the macrogas equation of state
depends on three parameters /XV, /Xp, /XT or the
fractional truncation radius y, the fractional mass
m, and the fractional energy φ. If elliptical galaxies
and their hosting nonbaryonic dark haloes are con-
ceived as macrogases, a selected model is accepted
only if a whole set of sample objects (from which
radii, masses, and rsm velocities can be determined)
lies within the S region or slightly outside the bound-
ary between the S and the GS region at most. The
sample used (CV08, N = 16) is extracted from larger
samples of early-type galaxies investigated within the
SAURON project (S IV, N = 25; SX, N = 48). The
position of model galaxies in the (O /XV /Xp) plane is
determined through the following steps: (i) Select
SAURON data of interest; (ii) Calculate the param-
eters appearing in the virial equations; (iii) Make
a correspondance between model galaxies and sam-
ple objects; (iv) Represent model galaxies in the
(O /XV /Xp) plane.

The main results found in the present investi-
gation may be summarized as follows.

(1) A new numerical algorithm has been used
for determining the critical point of selected
HH and HN/NH macrogases, improving ear-
lier results (CV08). In particular, the critical
point exists for all the cases considered.
(2) A principle of corresponding states rigor-
ously holds for selected density profiles and
scaled truncation radii and, to a first extent
only, for selected density profiles.
(3) The following models (on a total of
20) can be accepted in the above mentioned
sense: (Ξi, Ξj ,m) = (10, 10, 20), (10, 20, 20),
(20, 10, 20), (20, 20, 20), with regard to HH
macrogases, and (Ξi, Ξj ,m) = (10, 5, 10),
(10, 10, 20), (20, 10, 20), for HN/NH macro-
gases. The values of model parameters may
be changed by the occurrence of systematic
errors.
(4) Fast rotators exhibit larger fractional
truncation radii with respect to slow rotators,
which makes the former lie within the S re-
gion and the latter close (from both sides) to
the boundary between the S and the GS re-
gion, with regard to acceptable models. This
dichotomy could be interpreted in terms of a
different evolution related to fast and slow ro-
tators, where gas is currently absent in the
former and can be present (even if still unde-
tected) in the latter.
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APPENDIX

A1. TIDAL POTENTIAL
ENERGY PROFILE FACTORS

The tidal potential energy for homeoidally
striated ellipsoids related to similar and similarly
placed boundaries, depends on the reference frac-
tional mass m†, the fractional scaling radius y†, and
the functions w(int)(η), w(ext)(η), η = Ξi/y† = Ξj/y,
expressed by Eqs. (25). Let the two subsystems be
denoted as A and B regardless of what is the outer
and what is the inner. Conformingly, Eqs. (22) read:

ΞB

ΞA
=

yBA

y†BA

; ηBA =
ΞA

y†BA

=
ΞB

yBA
;

y†BA =
r†B
r†A

; yBA =
RB

RA
≥ 1 ;

ξA = y†BAξB ; m†
BA =

M†
B

M†
A

; mBA =
MB

MA
, (93a)

ΞA

ΞB
=

yAB

y†AB

; ηAB =
ΞB

y†AB

=
ΞA

yAB
;

y†AB =
r†A
r†B

; yAB =
RA

RB
≥ 1 ;

ξB = y†ABξA ; m†
AB =

M†
A

M†
B

; mAB =
MA

MB
, (93b)

according to whether RB ≥ RA or RA ≥ RB respec-
tively.

In dealing with sequences of configurations
where the scaled truncation radii ΞA and ΞB are
kept unchanged, the combination of Eqs. (93a)-(93b)
yields:

y†BAy†AB = yBAyAB (94)
for any pair of configurations belonging to opposite
sides of the sequence with respect to yBA = yAB = 1.

In the special case of equal scaled density pro-
files FA = FB = F , and equal scaled truncation radii
ΞA = ΞB = Ξ, Eqs. (25) reduce to:

w(int)(Ξ, y†BA) =
∫ Ξ/y†BA

0

F (ξ)
dF (y†BAξ)

dξ
ξ dξ ;

y†BA = yBA ≥ 1 , (95a)

w(ext)(Ξ, y†BA) =
∫ Ξ/y†BA

0

F (y†BAξ)
dF (ξ)

dξ
ξ dξ ;

y†BA = yBA ≥ 1 , (95b)

w(int)(Ξ, y†AB) =
∫ Ξ/y†AB

0

F (ξ)
dF (y†ABξ)

dξ
ξ dξ ;

y†AB = yAB ≥ 1 , (95c)

w(ext)(Ξ, y†AB) =
∫ Ξ/y†AB

0

F (y†ABξ)
dF (ξ)

dξ
ξ dξ ;

y†AB = yAB ≥ 1 . (95d)

In the special case where the fractional scaling ra-
dius coincides for both configurations y†BA = y†AB ,
the combination of Eq. (95a) and Eq. (95c) Eq. (95b)
and Eq. (95d), yields:

w(int)(Ξ, y†BA) = w(int)(Ξ, y†AB); y†BA = y†AB , (96a)

w(ext)(Ξ, y†BA) = w(ext)(Ξ, y†AB); y†BA = y†AB , (96b)

regardless of the scaled truncation radius Ξ.
If, on the other hand, ΞA 6= ΞB , the up-

per integration limits are ΞA/y†BA and ΞB/y†AB for
Eq. (95a) and Eq. (95b), Eq. (95c) and Eq. (95d) re-
spectively. Then, y†BA = y†AB implies equal inte-
grands but different upper integration limits while
ΞA/y†BA = ΞB/y†AB implies equal upper integra-
tion limits but different integrands with regard to
Eq. (95a) and Eq. (95c), Eq. (95b) and Eq. (95d) re-
spectively. Accordingly, Eq. (96a) and Eq. (96b)
no longer hold in the case under discussion un-
less ΞA → +∞, ΞB → +∞, which erases the de-
pendence on ΞA or ΞB , regardless of the value of
lim(ΞA,ΞB)→+∞(ΞB/ΞA).

More specifically, Eqs. (95), where Ξ =
ΞA, ΞB , y† = y†BA, y†AB , reduce to:

w(int)
∞ (y†) = lim

Ξ→+∞
w(int)(Ξ, y†) =

=
∫ +∞

0

F (ξ)
dF (y†ξ)

dξ
ξ dξ ;

y† = y ≥ 1 , (97a)

w(ext)
∞ (y†) = lim

Ξ→+∞
w(ext)(Ξ, y†)

=
∫ +∞

0

F (y†ξ)
dF (ξ)

dξ
ξ dξ ;

y† = y ≥ 1 . (97b)

Replacing y† by 1/y† yields:

w(int)
∞

(
1
y†

)
=

∫ +∞

0

F (ξ)
dF (ξ/y†)

dξ
ξ dξ ;

y† = y ≥ 1 , (98a)

w(ext)
∞

(
1
y†

)
=

∫ +∞

0

F

(
ξ

y†

)
dF (ξ)

dξ
ξ dξ ;

y† = y ≥ 1 , (98b)

which, choosing ξ/y† as integration variable, and
keeping in mind that integrals are independent of
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integration variables, is equivalent to:

w(int)
∞

(
1
y†

)
= y†

∫ +∞

0

F (y†ξ)
dF (ξ)

dξ
ξ dξ ;

y† = y ≥ 1 , (99a)

w(ext)
∞

(
1
y†

)
= y†

∫ +∞

0

F (ξ)
dF (y†ξ)

dξ
ξ dξ ;

y† = y ≥ 1 , (99b)

and the combination of Eq. (97a) and Eq. (99b),
Eq. (97b) and Eq. (99a); produces

w(int)
∞

(
1
y†

)
= y†w(ext)

∞ (y†) , (100a)

w(ext)
∞

(
1
y†

)
= y†w(int)

∞ (y†) , (100b)

where, on the other hand, 1/y† = 1/y ≤ 1 is out-
side the domain, and the role of the two compo-
nents should be interchanged therein, according to
Eq. (95c) and Eq. (95d), which makes the above re-
sult only mathematically relevant.

Turning to the special case FA = FB = F ,
ΞA = ΞB = Ξ, the last implying (νA)sel = (νB)sel =
νsel, and taking, in addition, y†BA = y†AB = 1,
Eqs. (95) reduce to:

w(int)(Ξ, 1) = w(ext)(Ξ, 1) = w(Ξ, 1) (101)

and the fractional virial potential energy, expressed
by Eq. (27a), reduces to:

φ = m†m
†νsel − (9/8)w(Ξ, 1)

νsel − (9/8)m†w(Ξ, 1)
; y† = 1 , (102a)

νsel =
9
16

∫ Ξ

0

F 2(ξ) dξ , (102b)

w(Ξ, 1) =
∫ Ξ

0

F (ξ)
dF

dξ
ξ dξ , (102c)

F (Ξ) = 0 , (102d)

where Eq. (102b) and Eq. (102d) follow from the def-
inition of νsel and F (ξ) respectively. For further de-
tails refer to earlier attempts (e.g. Roberts 1962,
Caimmi and Secco 1992, CV08).

Integration by parts of Eq. (102c) and combin-
ing with Eq. (102b) and Eq. (102d), yields:

w(Ξ, 1) = −8
9
νsel . (103)

Finally, substituting Eq. (103) into Eq. (102a) pro-
duces:

φ = m† ; y† = 1 , (104)
which is a general result for subsystems with equal
scaled density profiles, FA(ξ) = FB(ξ) = F (ξ),
0 ≤ ξ ≤ Ξ.

A2. DIMENSIONAL MACROGAS
EQUATION OF STATE

Let macrogases be defined as large-scale colli-
sionless fluids with the following properties: (i) Par-
ticles are identical mass points; (ii) Particle number
is extremely large; (iii) Particle motions obey New-
ton laws of mechanics; (iv) Particle collisions are ab-
sent; (v) Particle interactions obey Newton law of
gravitation.

Under the assumption of homeoidally striated
density profiles, by use of Eq. (21), the virial theorem
reads:

2Ekin − νsel
G(M†)2

a†1
B = 0 . (105)

Let the macrovolume, VM, the macropressure, pM,
the macrotemperature, TM, and the mass weighted
rms velocity, σM, be defined as:

VM =
4π

3
a1a2a3 , (106)

pM =
GM2

a2
1a2a3

, (107)

kTM =
2
3

1
N

Ekin , (108)

σM =
(

2Ekin

M

)1/2

, (109)

where N is the total number of particles, k the Boltz-
mann’s constant, and the index M means macrogas.
In particular, Eq. (108) discloses that the macrotem-
perature TM coincides with the temperature of an
ideal gas with particle number N and translational
kinetic energy Ekin.

Typical values for galaxies are M = 3·1011m¯,
N = 3 · 1011, σM = 100

√
3 km s−1, which yields

via Eq. (108) and Eq. (109): kTM = Mσ2
M/(3N) =

1014 · 1.99 · 1033erg = 1.99 · 1047erg, and TM =
1.99 · 1047/(1.38 · 10−16)K = 1.44 · 1063K = 1440 KM,
where where KM = 1060K is the macrodegree, as-
sumed as macrotemperature unit.

The combination of Eqs. (19)-(21) and
Eqs. (105)-(109) yields:

pMVM

NkTM
= 4π

GM

a1σ2
M

= 4π
(νmas)2

ΞνselB
, (110)

which may be conceived as a compressibility factor.
In presence of a similar, similarly placed,

homeoidally striated density profile, by use of
Eqs. (21)-(23), the virial theorem for the subsystem
under consideration reads:

2(Eu)kin− G(M†
u)2

(a†u)1
(νu)sel

[
1 +

(νuv)tid
(νu)sel

]
B , (111)
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and the macrogas equation of state is:

(pu)M(Vu)M =
4π[(νu)mas]2

Ξu(νu)selB

[
1 +

(νuv)tid
(νu)sel

]−1

×Nuk(Tu)M; u = i, j; v = j, i,(112)

where i and j denote the inner and the outer subsys-
tem, respectively. The compressibility factor is:

(pu)M(Vu)M
Nuk(Tu)M

= 4π
GMu

(au)1[(σu)M]2

= 4π
[(νu)mas]2

Ξu(νu)selB

[
1 +

(νuv)tid
(νu)sel

]−1

;

u = i, j , v = j, i , (113)

in all cases. The effect of the tidal potential is ex-
pressed by the sum within square brakets. If the two
subsystems were infinitely distant from each other,
(νuv)tid = 0 and the above results reduce to their
one-component counterparts.

In this view, one-component macrogases
should be conceived as ”ideal” and two-component
macrogases as ”VDW”, the related equations of
state resembling ideal and VDW gas equation of
state, respectively. In fact, the mass ratio m =
Mj/Mi, and the axis ratio y = (aj)1/(ai)1 =
(aj)2/(ai)2 = (aj)3/(ai)3 appear in the explicit ex-
pression of (νuv)tid. Owing to Eqs. (106)-(107), the
following relations hold:

(Vj)M
(Vi)M

=
(aj)1(aj)2(aj)3
(ai)1(ai)2(ai)3

= y3 , (114)

(pj)M
(pi)M

=
(Mj)2

(Mi)2
(ai)21(ai)2(ai)3
(aj)21(aj)2(aj)3

=
m2

y4
, (115)

Nj(Tj)M
Ni(Ti)M

=
(Ej)kin

(Ei)kin
= φ , (116)

which show that the profile factor (νuv)tid depends
on the fractional macrovolume and the fractional
macropressure via m and y.

The combination of Eq. (108), Eq. (112),
Eq. (114), and Eq. (115) yields:

m2

y
=

Ξi

Ξj

[
(νj)mas

(νi)mas

]2 (νi)sel + (νij)tid
(νj)sel + (νji)tid

φ , (117)

which, using Eqs. (25), may be cast into the equiva-
lent form:

XpXV

1− 9
8

Ξi

Ξj

(νj)mas

(νi)mas

1
(νj)sel

w(int)(XV, Ξj)

X
1/2
p X

1/3
V

1− 9
8

(νi)mas

(νj)mas

1
(νi)sel

X1/2
p X

2/3
V w(ext)(XV, Ξj)

= K(Ξi,Ξj)XT , (118a)

K(Ξi, Ξj) =
Ξi

Ξj

[
(νj)mas

(νi)mas

]2 (νi)sel
(νj)sel

, (118b)

Xp =
(pj)M
(pi)M

=
m2

y4
; XV =

(Vj)M
(Vi)M

= y3 ;

XT =
Nj(Tj)M
Ni(Ti)M

= φ , (118c)

that is the macrogas fractional equation of state. A
simpler and more intuitive choice, adopted in the
text, is Xp = m2, XV = 1/y, but the connection with
the fractional macropressure and fractional macro-
volume is lost in this case.
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Makrogasovi su definisani kao dvokom-
ponenti astronomski objekti velikih razmera
u kojima podsistemi me�usobno interaguju
samo putem gravitacione sile. Formulisana
je jednaqina staǌa makrogasa, koja je za-
tim upore�ena sa van der Valsovom (VDV)
jednaqinom staǌa za obiqne gasove. Po
analogiji, pretpostavǉeno je da se real-
ne makroizotermalne krive kod makro-
gasova javǉaju kao realne izotermalne
krive kod obiqnih gasova, tamo gde se
fazni prelaz (para-teqnost posmatran u
sluqaju obiqnih i gas-zvezde pretpostavǉen
u sluqaju makrogasova) dexava du� hori-
zontalne linije u ravni makrozapremina-
makropritisak (O /XV /Xp). Preseci realne i
teorijske makroizotermalne krive (izvedene
na osnovu jednaqine staǌa) definixu dve
oblasti jednakih povrxina, kao u sluqaju
obiqnih gasova koji se pokoravaju VDV jed-
naqini staǌa. Razvijen je numeriqki al-
goritam za odre�ivaǌe slede�ih taqaka
na odabranoj teorijskoj makroizotermalnoj
krivoj u (O /XV /Xp) ravni: tri taqke preseka
sa odgovaraju�om realnom makroizotermal-
nom krivom i dva ekstremuma (po jedan mak-
simum i minimum). Detaǉno su prouqene raz-
liqite vrste makrogasova: UU, gde su U pro-
fili gustine ravni, kao jedan prost primer;
HH, gde su H profili gustine dati zakonom
Hernquist-a (1990) koji zadovoǉavaju�e fi-
tuje posmatrane sferoidne komponente galak-
sija; HN/NH, gde su N profili gustine dati
Navarro-Frenk-White (1995, 1996, 1997) za-
konom koji zadovoǉavaju�e fituje simuli-
rane haloe saqiǌene od nebarionske tamne
materije. U zavisnosti od toga da li je
profil gustine dovoǉno blag (UU) ili do-
voǉno strm (HH, HN/NH) javǉaju se razli-
qiti trendovi teorijske makroizotermalne
krive u ravni (O /XV /Xp). U prvom sluqaju ne
postoji kritiqna makroizotermalna kriva is-
pod ili iznad koje je trend monoton. U dru-
gom sluqaju postoji kritiqna makroizoter-

malna kriva, kao i kod VDV gasova, gde se
kritiqna taqka mo�e definisati kao taqka
horizontalne infleksije. U svakom sluqaju,
po analogiji sa VDV gasovima, prvi kvad-
rant (O /XV /Xp) ravni mo�e se podeliti na tri
dela: (i) oblast G, gde postoji samo gas; (ii)
oblast S, gde postoje samo zvezde; (iii) oblast
GS, gde postoje i gas i zvezde. Model HH i
HN/NH makrogasova primeǌen je na podskup
(N = 16) eliptiqnih galaksija izdvojenih
iz skupa (N = 25, N = 48) galaksija ranog
tipa prouqavanih u okviru projekta SAURON
(Cappellari et al. 2006, 2007). Pod pojednostav-
ǉenom pretpostavkom postojaǌa univerzalnog
odnosa masa dva podsistema, m, razmatrani
su razliqiti modeli koje karakterixu raz-
liqiti ”skra�eni” radijusi, odnosno kon-
centracije, Ξi, Ξj, i odre�eni polo�aji ob-
jekata u (O /XV /Xp) ravni. Oqekuje se da makro-
gasovi koji odgovaraju eliptiqnim galaksi-
jama le�e unutar oblasti S ili, najdaǉe,
malo izvan granice oblasti S i GS. U skladu
s tim, odbaqeni su svi modeli u kojima ob-
jekti le�e daleko izvan oblasti S ili van
(O /XV /Xp) ravni. Za svaki makrogas razmatra-
no je dvadeset modela sa razliqitim vred-
nostima za parametre (Ξi, Ξj ,m) gde su Ξi,Ξj

= 5, 10, 20, +∞ (Ξi i Ξj su konaqni ili
beskonaqni) i m = 10, 20. Prihvatǉivi mod-
eli su (10, 10, 20), (10, 20, 20), (20, 10, 20),
(20, 20, 20), za HH makrogasove, i (10, 5, 10),
(10, 10, 20), (20, 10, 20), za HN/NH makro-
gasove. Tipiqno, brzi rotatori su na�eni
unutar oblasti S, dok se spori rotatori
nalaze u blizini granice (s obe strane)
izme�u oblasti S i GS. Razmotren je i ukupan
efekat neodre�enosti posmatranih veliqina
na polo�aj objekata u ravni (O /XV /Xp). Na
kraju, formulisan je princip odgovaraju�ih
staǌa makrogasova sa odre�enim profilom
gustine i skaliranim ”skra�enim” radiju-
som.
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